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MINIATURE FIGURINES LTD
1-5 GRAHAM RD, SOUTHAMPTON Tel: 20855

FRANCHISE STOCKISTS OF MINIFIGS WHO WILL BE PLEASED TO ASSIST YOU.

ABBEYCRAFT.
210 Abbey Road,
Barrow in Furness, Cumbria.

A CALL TO ARMS,
46 Chamberlain Avenue,
Pewkhull, Stoke on Trent.

ALTON MODELS,
897Walsall Road.
Great Barr, Birmingham.

G.E. AUSTIN,
27 Market Place,
Richmond, Yorks.

BALLARD BROTHERS,
1^ School Road,
Mosely, Birmingham.

BEDWORTH ART SUPPLIES,
4 Coventry Road,
Bedworth, Warks.

B.I.L MODELS,
70a Queen Street,
Ramsgate, Kent.

BOFORS,
48 High Street,
Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

R.V. BRADLEY,
KB Wimbourne Road,
Winton, Bournemouth.

J.&J.M. CARTER,
6 Church Road,
Crossgates, Leeds.

CHIPPENHAM MODEL CRAFT LTD.,
K New Road,
Chippenham, Wilts.

CITY MODELS & TOYS,
42 Dale Street,
Liverpool.

CLYDE MODELS,
44 Candleriggs,
Glasgow.

J.H. CORBITTLTD.,
105 Clayton Street,
Newcastle Upon Tyne.

CONCORDE MODELS,
134 Victoria Road,
Aldershot, Hants.

DEREK HARVEY LTD.,
Toy £r Model Centre,
74 Southbridge Road,
Croydon, Surrey.

DRAGOON,
391 Sheffield Road,
Whittington Moor, Chesterfield.

THE ELLENBRAY PRESS,
1 Church Street,
Frome, Somerset.

F.J. COLE LTD.,
26 Castle Street,
Cirencester, Glos.

FROUDE & HEXT,
83 Victoria Road,
Swindon, Wiltshire.

GAMER,
18 Sydney Street,
Brighton, Sussex.

GAMES,
52/54 Manchester Street,
Liverpool.

GAMES CENTRE,
16 Hanway Street,
London.

GAMES WORKSHOP,
1 Dalling Road,
Hammersmith, London.

C.T. GASGOIGNE LTD.,
101/103 Tavistock Street,
Bedford.

GRENADIER MODELS,
94 Pier Avenue,
Clacton-on-Sea, Essex.

HIGHBURY HOBBIES,
288 St. Pauls Road,
London.

HOBBIES & MODELS,
217/219 Streatfield Road,
Kenton, Harrow, Surrey.

HOBBIES & TOYS.
3 Gatehouse,
City Road, Winchester.

JAMES HOBBY CENTRE,
33 Timber Hall,
Norwich.

J. ErD. HOBBIES,
118a Upper Richmond Road,
Putney, London.

THE HOBBY HORSE,
37/39 Leigh Road,
Wimbourne, Dorset.

KEARNEY & McFADZEAN,

10 Rimmer Avenue,
Huyton, Merseyside.

LAKELAND STAMP AUCTIONS,
45c South William Street,
Workington.

PETER KEMPLAY,
lb Chapel Hill,
Skipton, Yorks.

MAGPIE MODELS,
146 Harrogate Road,
Leeds, Yorks.

MAINLY MILITARY,
103 WalsallRoad,
Lichfleld, Staffordshire.

MALLARD MODELS,
151 London Road,
Camberley.

MICHAELS MODELS,
646/648 High Road,
North Finchley, London.

MINIATURE WARFARE LTD.,
186 The Pantiles,
Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

MINIATURES,
216 Monnow Street,
Monmouth.

MINIFIGS SKYTREX (UK) LTD.,
13 Gillingham Street,
London.

MODELCRAFT,
51 Eccleston Street.R
Prescot, Merseyside.

MODEL FAIR,
15/17 Alexandria Drive,
St. Annes, Lancashire.

MODELMAKERS (Hazelmere) LTD.,
4 Market Parade,
Hazelmere Cross Road,
HighWycombe, Bucks.

MODEL SHOP (Belfast) LTD.,
10/16 Queen Street,
Belfast, N. Ireland.

MODEL SHOP,
23 Swan Lane,
Guildford.

MODEL SHOP,
9 Burlington Passage,
New Street, Birmingham.

MODEL SHOP,
19/23 Upper Stone Street,
Maidstone, Kent.

MODELLERS DEN,
2 Lower Borough Walls,
Bath.

65 Fairfax Street,
Bristol.

42 Albion Street,
Cheltenham, Gloucs.

MODELS B HOBBIES.
112 Commercial Street,
Newport, Gwent.

MODERN COINS & STAMPS,
8 Market Hall,
Arndale Centre, Luton.

NATIONAL ARMY MUSEUM,
Royal Hospital Road,
London.

THE NEW MODEL SOLDIER SHOP,
162 Infirmary Road,
Sheffield.

NOTTINGHAM MODEL SOLDIER

SHOP.
7 Wollaton Street,
Nottingham.

THE OLD SOLDIER,
16/18 Lewsfield Road,
Cambridge.

OTHERWORLD,
4 Queens Road,
Banbury, Oxen.

PBS MODELS,
98a Manor Road,
Deal, Kent.

PAUL & TERESA BAILEY,
35 Long Street,
Devizes, Wilts.

PLYMOUTH MODEL CENTRE,
11 Old Town Street,
Plymouth.

RANK & FILE LTD.,
22 Hall Lane.
Upminster, Essex.

ROD'S CYCLES B TOYS LTD.,
109 The Stow,
Harlow, Essex.

R.R. DAY LTD.,
5 The Broadway,
Gunnersbury Lane, Acton.

RYE STAMP SHOP,
190 Rye Lane,
Peckham, London.

SALISBURY MODEL CENTRE,
46 Old George Mall,
Salisbury.

S.E.A. LTD.,
107 Butts Centre,
Reading, Berks.

SHERMAN'S MODEL SHOP,
27 Dunstall Street,
Scunthorpe.
SPARTAN TROPHIES,
59 Whitburn Street,
Bridgenorth, Shropshire.
STAFFORD GARRISON,
Woodings Yard,
Bailey Street, Stafford.

STAMP CORNER LTD..
27 Scot Lane.
Doncaster, S. Yorks.

STAMP SHOP,
34 St. Nicholas Cliff,
Scarborough.

STAMP SHOP,
34;B Linthorpe Road,
Middlesbrough.

57 AX MODELS,
35 Ulster Drive,
Brierly Hills, West Midlands.

LT. STEWART,
125 Seatonville Road,
Whitley Bay, Tyne & Wear.

SV^ANSEA MODELS B HOBBIES,
Plymouth Street,
Swansea.

THE MODEL TRACKER,
Corner Cathays Terrace,
&• Llantrisant Street,
Cathays, Cardiff.

THORP MODELMAKERS,
98 Grays Inn Road,
London.

TORBAY MODEL SUPPLIES,
59 Victoria Road,
Ellacombe, Torquay.

JOHNTOYNE,
30 Pasture Street,
Grimsby. Lanes.

TOY B MODEL CENTRE.
74 Southbridge Road,
Croydon, Surrey.

TOYTUB,
100A Reaburn Place,
Edinburgh.

TRAIN SHOP,
4 Bertram Road,
Bradford. Yorks.

TRI MAR CRAFTS B MODELS,
58 Enville Street,
Stourbridge, W. Midi.

TURNERS MODEL SHOP,
14 London Road,
Dover, Kent.

TYPE B PALETTE,
724 Bristol Road.
Selly Oak. Birmingham.

WARGAMES PUBLICATIONS,
St. Georges Buildings,
5 St. Vincent Place,
Glasgow.

THE WARGAMERS DEN,
86 Claypath.
Durham City.

WESTBOURNE MODEL CENTRE,
K Seamoor Road,
Westbourne, Dorset.

WEST COAST MODELS,
7 Albert Road,
Gourock, Renfrewshire.

WEST COUNTRY HOBBIES,
26 East Hill,
St. Austell, Cornwall.

A,W.&M.J.T. WHITE,
61 High Street,
Hyde, I.O.W.

WINDMILL MODELS',
156 St. James Street,
Burnley.

WORCESTER MODEL SHOP,
52 Friar Street,
Worcester.

YORK MODEL CENTRE,
17 Davygate Centre,
York.

OUR OWN SHOP

34 NORTHAM ROAD,
SOUTHAMPTON.

MANUFACTURED UNDER LICENCE IN U.S.A. -5
MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED INC. I ALUbUt 11. ID INLAND

BOX P, PINE PLAINS, £1.25 OVERSEAS
NEW YORK 12567 £2.25 AIRMAIL
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EXAMPLE 1

Setting up in secrecy before a table game

Each player has an identical map representing the whole table area as
in figure 1. Forces are manoeuvred on each player's gridsheet only
until a clash is imrninent and then those units involved can be set up on
the table. Any troops not visible to the enemy (e.g. behind hill A)
can remain concealed by not setting them up on the table. Even during
the course of the wargame, hidden forces can be left off the table
although their positions will be fixed on the individual player's War-
boards zone. This even enables one player to make covert speculative
moves to counter the opponent's probable tactics and this introduces
a realistic Ignorance Factor to the game which is easy to operate.
Ideally, an umpire is present to keep *an accurate record of both sides'
hidden movements and to rule on precisely when units come into sight.

Extract from Instruction Booklet

A NEW, VERSATILE SYSTEM
WHICH OFFERS COMPLETE
FREEDOM TO THE IMAGINA
TIVE AND INGENIOUS WAR-
GAMER.

De Luxe WARBOARDS KIT
£8.95 + gop p & p. includes
all the high quality materials
you'll need as well as extra ro
bust backing sheet and an
unique Stickbook for systematic
storage of symbols, in large stor
age tube.

Payment with order to
EDUCATIONAL GRAPHICS,
25 East John Walk, Exeter,
England EX1 2EP
Tel. 0392-37656.
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■  MINIATURES

44 Candleriggs, Glasgow 01 1LE

Continuing our saga of I5min figures,we offer
some of the very "best figures to come from
the hands of Tom Park.As the man say's,there
is more detail in a Tom Park figure than the
average 25mm one.
So here we go again with the start of something
"big.

I5mm ARMIES of the AMERICAN CIVIL WAR.

I52OI Trooper in Kepi,light equipment,advancing,
15204 Trooper in Kepi,full pack,advancing,
15206 Trooper in Kepi,hlanket over sholder,advancing,
15208 Trooper in Kepi,Greatcoat,advancing,
15211 Trooper in soft hat,'blanket over sholder advancing.

I5214 Trooper in soft hat,Greatcoat,advancing.
I52I6 Union foot command.

'•sa

15220 Cavalryman in Kepi,sword raised,
15221 Cavalryman in Kepi,carbine at ready,
15223 Union Cavalry command.

Pack of 12 foot figures •...»65p
Pack of 6 cavalry ,...65p
Pack of 6 foot command ,...32p
Pack of 3 cavalry command 32p

Where not indicated,figures can be used for either
Union or Confederate army.

I5mm ARMIES of the ROMAN EMPIRE.
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I53OI Legionarius 1st Cent.A.D.Pilum and shield.
15303 Legionarius 1st Cent,A.D.Sword and shield,
15305 Auxiliary 1st Cent,A.D.Oval shield and Pilum.
15307 Command including,Centturio etc,
15311 Testudo,(Toitois),Ist,2nd and 3rd rank,
15312 Testudo,Ist and 2nd rank,
15313 Testudo,3rd rank.
Pack of 12 foot figures (inc,Testudo) ».65p
Pack of 6 command ,,,,...,32?

.  I * W

PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS, ^jf-
SEND A STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE FOR OUR SUPER NEW CATALOGUE
TRADE ENQUIRES ALLWAYS WELCOME MINIMUM ORDER 60p.PLUS 10^ POST
WATCH THIS SPACE PGR MORE GOODIES PROM WARRIOR.YOU HAV'NT SEEN

NOTHING YETl
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HEROICS and ROS FIGURES
1/300th SCALE FIGURES 70 pence packs. | I

RUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS

I

NAI>OLEONIC PERIOD
MFN17 NapCleonic Marshals

FRENCH NAPOUONIC GUARD Jagers SKin
UNITS MRN3 Cutrassiefs
MfN5 Grenadiers of the OU Guard MRN9 Hussars
MFN20 Chasseurs a Pied of the Guard MRNS Cossackt
MFN7 H

MRN7 Musketeers

MRN1 Grenadiers

MRN5 Pavlovski Guard
MRN2 Jagers skirmishing
MRN3 Cuirassiers
MRN9 Hussars

 Specialists in 1/300th scale. Heroics 8- Ros Figures are manufactured in
) high quality tin-lead alloy. They are not the same as any other maker's

tanks. Try some and see the difference!

MODERN PERIOD MICRO-TANKS 12peach.

orse Grenadiers MflN8 Horse Artillery
MFN22 Empress Dragoorts MRN4 Foot Artlierv
MFN11 Chasseurs a Cheval of the Guard UNITS
MFN2 Polish Line, of iheGoard
MFN8 FootAnillOfVoftnoGusfd ESjI;. o , J?.
IMFN9 HofSdArtiilor, of Ih. Guard """•

SPANISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC LINE UNITS MSN1 Spanish Musketeers
MFN1 L 2 Sine Grenadiers MSN
MFNt4 Fr LineFusiliers MSN

WFN21 Fr. Light Infantry
MFN4 Voltiguers skirmishing
MFN16 Fr Carabinters Soi
MFN 10 Cuirassiers
MFN 19 Line Dragoons pb-
MFN6 Chasseurs. Cheval of the Line pSi
MFN 12 Hussars
MFN13 Larwersof th Line ao?
MFN23 Fr. Engineer Sp,
MFN3 FooiAriillerv
MFNISFr GunTeems
MFNISFr Wagonsar>dTeams gp4

MSN

GR5
8R1

panish Grenadiers
MSN3 Spanish Musketeers skirmishing uAna uu..
MSN4 Spanish Dragoons War ElephantsMAGS Spartan Hoplite

MA 12 Visigothic tnfanlry
MA13 HunCavalry
MAM Gothic Cavalry
MAI 5 Sarmaiian Cataphractt
MA16 Ancient British Chariot
MA 17 ArKient British Infantry
MAtB Ancient British Cavalry
MAt9 ArabCamelry

(Seleucid-Palmyran)
MAF1 Gaulish Infantry
MAF2 Gaulish Cavalry

GREECE

MAGI Greek City H<x>liles
MAG2 Successor Phalanx
MAG7 Phodian Slingers
MAG6 Cretan Archers
MAG3 Greek Cavalry
MAGS Successor Cavalry

German Infantry
German Infantry Support

Weapons
German Paratroops
German World War 11 cavalry
AfrikaKorps
B

BRITISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MBN16 Wellingtons Generals
MBN1 British Infantry
MBN7 British Line Infantry Light Co
MBN14 British Light Infantry
M6N15 British Light Infantry skirmishing
M8N5 Highlanders

MSN 17 Household Cavalry
MBN2 Dragoons
MBN6 Scott Grays
MBN 10 British Hussars
MBN11 Bni. Ll Dragoons
MBN9 Horse Artillary
M8N3 Foot Artillery
MBN12 Brit. Gun Teams
MBN 13 Brit Wagons

PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MPN1 Musketaars
MPN2 Jagars skirmiahir>g
MPN6 Landwehr
MPN3 Dragoons
MPN5 Prussian Uhlans
MPN4 ArtiUerv

AUSTRIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MANS General Staff
MAN1 Musketeers in shakos
MANS Musketeers in helmets
MAN2 Grenadiers
MAN3 Jegers skirmishing
MAN4 Cuirassiers

MAN7 Hussars
MANS Artillery

s
MAGS Peltasis
MAG 10 Macedonian Hypaspists
MAG 11 Thracian Light Cavalry

PERSIANS
MAPS Persian Immortals
MAP2 Persian Archers
MAP3 Persian Spearmen
MAP4 Persian Horse Archers
MAP6 Mounted Persian Spearmen
MAP7 Persian Armoured Cavalry
MAPI Persian Chariots
MAPS Persian Scythed Chariots
SASSANIOS
MAS 1 Sessanid Levy Spearmen
MAS2 Sasssnid Archers
MAS3 Sassanid Ciibinarll
MAS4 Sassanid Caiaphracts
MASS Sassanid Light Cavalry
MASS Sassanid Elephants

SOVIET

T-72Tank

T-62 Tank

T-55 Tank
T-55 dozer

T-55 mine clearer
T-10Mtank

PT-76 light tank
BMP-76(BMP-1)
BTR-40P with Swatter
BTR-60PB APC

BRDM-2APC
BRDM-2 with Sagger
ASU-85SPgun
UAZ-469jeep
BM-21 Rocket
Launcher
ZSU-23-4SPAA

ZSU-57-2SPAA

D-30 122mm howitzer

ritish Inlantry Persian Archers
BR2 British Inlantry Support MAP3 Persian Spaarmen

Weapons MAP4 Persian Horse Arcl
BR3 British Paratroops MAPS Mounted Persian S
BR4 8th Army MAP7 Persian Armoured
SRI Russianlnfantry MAPI Persian Chariots
SR2 Russian Infantry Support

Weapons SASSANIOS
SR4 Russian World War II cavalry M^St Sessamd Levy Spe
USR1 United States Infantry MAS2 Sassemd Archers
USR2 United States Infantry Support MAS3 Sassanid Clibinarll

g  Weapons MAS4 Sassanid Caiaphra
MODERN PERIOD MASS Sassanid Light Cav
Ml NATO Infantry MAS6 Sassanid Elephant
M2 NATO Infantry Support

Weapons
M3 Warsaw Pack Infantry American Civil War
M4 Waraaw Pack Infantry Support ' MACW1 Federai infantry

Weapons MACW3 Federal lnfantryskirmishing
MACW4 Federal Cavalry

XfiADi o I MACW2 Confederate Infantryconfederate mfan.;;
MAR3 Roman Light Infantry ^ i.
MAR4 Asiatic Archer MACW7 Confederate Cavalry
MARS Roman Cavalry MACW5 Artillery
MARS Roman War Engirtes MACW6 Zouaves
MAR7 PraetorianGuard MACW9 Gerterals
MAR8 EquitesSinguiaris Guard Cavalry MACW10 Gun Teams (2)
MAR9 Western Auxiliary Archers MACW11 Wagdns
CARTHAGE ENGLISH CIVIL WAR
MAC1 Numidian Cavalry MECW1 Musketeers
BYZANTINES MECW2 Pikemen
MAB1 Byzantine Heavy Infantry MECW3 DragrnsonFot
MAB2 ByzantineArmouredCavalry MECW4 Dragoons Moui
MA83 Byzantine Heavy Cavalry MECW5 Dragoon Horse
MAB4 Byzantine Light Cavalry Horseholders

HfSl ByrenlineHorseArctters IUIECW6 Cuirassiers
SARBAliANs"' " "ECW7 RoyalisT Cavain
MAIf Daei.nlnfsnlrvf.ncludes MECW8 Parliamemarian

spearmen, rhomphiae. . Cavalry
archers, etc) MECW9 Artillery

MECW1 Musketeers
MECW2 Pikemen
MECW3 DragrnsonFoot
MECW4 Dragoons Mounted
MECW5 Dragoon Horses with

Horseholders
MECW6 Cuirassiers
MECW7 Royalist Cavalry
MECW8 Parliamentarian

Cavalry
M6CW9 Artillery

Su-9{30p)
Su-t5(50p}
Yak-28(50p)
Mi-8 Hip (50p)
Mi-24 Hind (30p)
Su-19(50p)

USA
XM-1

M60A1 lank

M60A2 tank
M46A2 tank

M551 Sheridan light
tank

M60A1 dozer

M113APC
M113 ̂ recoilless rifle
M113 + T0WAT

missile

Ml 63 Vulcan SPAA
M730 Chaparral SP AA

missile system
Ml 06 mortar carrier
Ml 14 recce vehicle

M720 Combat
Engineer Vehicle

M110SP howitzer

M107 SP howitzer
M109 SP howitzer
Commando armoured

Huey Cobra I30p) 'Bedford M
'Bell Iroquois {30p) m/!^"r^c7
SkyhawkOOp) ,
F104 Starflghter (50p)
F4 Phantom (50p) Harrier GR.
F111E(75p) Buccaneer
F14A Tomcat (SOp)
F15 Eagle (50pl GEBfUAN
A. 10 Thunderbolt IM50PI

F-AiuArsA Leopard A2

Bedford M

CANADA L

K truck
V* tonne LandRover
FV180CET
Jaguar GRi(30p)
Harrier GR3(30p)
Buccaneer

Lynx

ISRAEL
Super Sherman

L-33155mm Sf

SWEDEN
S-tank

1kv-91 light tank
Pbv 302 APL
VK 155mm SPG

M55 152mm howitzer missile system Phv302APL
♦ crew Ml 06 mortar carrier VK 155mm SPG

M55 100mm AT gun + Mil 4 recce vehicle
M72B Combat UNITED KINGDOM

BTR-50 APC Engineer Vehicle Chieftain
BMD Paratroop APC M110 SP howitzer Centurion
BM-14 towed rocket M107 SP howitzer CenturionAVRE
launcher + crew M109 SP howitzer FV432 APC

GAZ-69 jeep Commando armoured FV438 Swinofire
URAL-375 truck car launcher
SA-6 Gainful AA missile XR311 High mobiiity FV432 ♦ mortar
SA-9 Gaskin AA missile wheeled earner ♦ TOW cv432 ♦ Wombat
SA-2 Guideline AA M41 Walker Bulldog FV432*Rafden

missile light tank FV432 ♦ Cvmbelir
M1974122mmSPG M42 Duster SP AA radar
ASU-57SP AT gun M548 tracked carrier cv/fi-jo romio *.
GAZ-69 + Recoilless Honest John missile on ^ ,

rille launcher truck Cfiiehain Bridge L

missile

M1974122mmSPG
ASU-57SPATgun
GAZ-69 Recoilless

rifle

FV432 ♦ Cymbeline
radar

FV432-f-GPMG turret

Chieftain Bridge Laye

FflOG-7 artillery missile Hawk AA missiles on

ZIL-131 truck

MTU-55<20p}
152mm SPM1973
M-1970 APC/tractor

MiG(15p)

MiG-17l15p)
MiG-19(30p)
MiG-21 {30p)
MiG-23(30p)
MiG-25 Foxbat |75p)
Su-7<30p)

M548 launcher
M577 command

vehicle

Dragon light AT missile
set of three

M60 AVIS (20p)
M88ARV

M578 ARV
Lance Missile
XM-723 APC
M35 2!/4t

Jeep + RR
M109AI

LVTP-7

r
{20pl

Abbot SPG
Saladin armoured car

Saracen APC
Fox armoured car

Ferret armoured car
Ferret 2/6 AT missile

earner

Scorpion light tank
Scimitar light tank
Striker light AT missile
earner

Spartan light APC
Rapier AA missile
Stalwart truck
JaguarI30p}

eopard A4

Leopard 2

Marder MICV

Gepard SPAA
Jagdpanzer Rakete

missile earner

Jagdpanzer Kanone SP
AT gun

SPZ-11-2APC
Spz-12-3APC
Milan light AT missile

set of three

Unlmog truck
Leopard ARV
Luchs BxB A/C

FRENCH

AMX-30tank
AMX -13 light tank
AMX-13*SS11 AT

missiles

AMX-13 ♦ HOT
missiles

AMX-13-F90ftim
AMX-30ARV
AMX-10RC

AML H-90 armoured
car

EBR-75 armoured car
• AMX-30 155mm

howitzer

AMX-!§0 Roland AA
missile launcher

AMX-10 APC
AMX-10*HOT AT

missiles
Jeep with Entac AT

missiles
Milan light AT missile
launcher (set of 3)

Mirage IIIC (30p)

Ros Micro-AFV's and modern period micro-tanks are
all 12p except where marked.
Heroics Figures in 1 /300th scale are 70 pence per
pack of 50 infantry, 20 cavalry or 6 guns.

WORLD WAR II MICRO-AFVs at 12p each.

TREES: Birch, Poplar, Fir, Scots Pine (all 12p ea.l, Lime (20p).
RULES: Battles with Micro-Tanks (WW2) £1.05 post free.

Combat Commander (Modern) £3.50 post free.
DICE: Percentage Dice (pair) 40p; Average Dice (pair) 25p.
NEW ITEMS: Napoleonic: MBNIB: British Fusiliers; MANS Austrian Lancers
ECW: MECWIO Artillery Train. MECW11 ECW General Officers.

Russian Armoured Sherman DD
locomoiive (50p) Marmon Hernngton

Armoured wagon with Number Armoured car
T34 Dturret (30pl

Flat car
Straight track
Curved track

aimler Scout Car
Daimler Armoured Car

Universal Carrier
Sexton

German
Panzer IIB
Panzer IIF

Panzer II Fiamm
Wespe
Lynx
Panzer III J

Panzer iff M
PanzerlllN"

StuGIIIG
Panzer IV D
Panzer fVFI

Panzer IV F2
Panzer IV H

StuG IV
Jagdpanzer IV
Hummel
Nashorn
Panzer 38(t)
Marder ill Sd 139
Marder ill H
Hetzer
Panther D

Panther G

Jagdpanther
Tiger I E early
Tiger I E late
Tiger II Porsche
Tiger II Henschel
Jagdtiger
Elefant
Brummbaer

Sturrmiger
Hanomag Sd 251 /IB
H

Aufkiarungspz 38(t)
Sd 251/9 + 7.5cm
Sd 251/22-FPak40
Sd 250/7-F mortar

Ostwind AA

Wirbelwind AA
Opel Blitz
O

with Rommel, staff
officer, despatch nders
and half-track l25p)

Me 109G(15p)
Fw 190D(15pl

Ju87B(15p)
Hs 129{15p)

pel Blitz with office bod> 110 (15p|
O Me410(15p)pel Maultier softskin
Kubelwagen (Bp)
Schwimmwsgen (6p)
BMW + sidecar (6p)
Bussing Nag truck
Raupenschlepper Ost
SdKfz 222
SdKfz231
SdKfz 234/1
SdKfz 234/2 Puma
Protz tractor

Kettenkrad(6p)
SdKfz 10
SdKfz 11

SdKfz 7
3 7 Flak on SdKfz 7

Flakvierling on Sd 7
Pak 35/36 ♦ crew
Pak 38 ♦ crew
Pak 38 + crew

Pak 40 + crew
Pak 43/41 ♦ crew
Pak 43 on cruciform trail

+ crew

7 62 Pak 36 (r) ♦ crew

Fw 189(15p)
DPS 230qlider(15p)
Gotha giioer (SOp)
Me 163 Komet.

Fw190A(15p)
JU87G-I-3.7cm AT615p)
Do217E(50p)
Ju52(75p)
Me 262(15p)
He111HI50p)
JuB8(50p)
BR 57 Armoured

Locomotive (SOp)
Armoured wagon with
10.5cm in turret and

37Flak(30p)
Armoured )nf/command
car(30p)

Arm'd inf/10.5cm car (30p)
Arm'd Flakvier/10.5cm

car (30pl
Arm'd tool car (20p)
Arm'd auxiliary tenderdSp)

T-60 Honey
SUBS Grant
SU100 Sherman M4/
T28 Sherman Firei
T35(15p) Matilda
JS II Valentine II
JS ill Valentine IX
ISU122 Archer
ISU152 Bishop
T-26B - Churchiii lM
BA-10 ChurchillSBG
BA-32 layer
BA-64 Churchill AVR
T-70 Churchill Croc
GAZ-AAA Churchill ARK
GAZ-60 . Ram Kangaroi
JAG-12 Churchill Carp
GA2-67(6p) Deacon
Katyusha on Studebaker Scorpion Flail
Katyusha on GAZ A9
M42 45mm AT + crew A10

M41 57mm AT ♦crew A13
M44 100mm AT ♦ crew Crusader M
M39 76 2mm fieldgun Crusaderlll

♦ crew Cromwell
M31 /37 122mm field gun Comet

Churchill SBG
ayer

UNITED KINGDOM Wasp flame-thrower
Tetrarch ACV Dorchester
Honey ACVAEC
Grant Crusader AA Mk 1
ShermanM4A1 Crusader AA Mk 2
Sherman Firefly 2 pKfr portee on Chevrc
Matilda 6pdr. ♦crew
Valentine II 2pdr. ♦crew
Valentine IX 17pdr^orew
Archer 25 pdr limber & crew
Bishop 5 5 in howitzer ♦ crew
Churchill III 7 2 in howitzer ♦ crew

2 pdr portee on Chevro

Spitfire IX nSp)
Hurricane II (15pl
Mosquito FBVI(15p)
Typhoon IB(15p)

Horsa (SOp)
Hamilcar (75p)
Wellington (75p)
Card cut-out

landing craft
(5 for&o)

USA
M3 Stuartlet jy/^gstuart

6pdr ♦crew M24Chafl
2pdr, ♦crew MIBHellc.
17 pdr ♦crew M4A3She
25 pdr limber 8i crew M4A3E2
5 5 in howitzer ♦ crew M4A3E8
7 2 in howitzer ♦ crew 1^4;^ j

M24Chaff

 bridge- Bofors 40mm AA gun
l Morns 6 x 4 Bofors tractor

Churchill AVR6 Quad Tractor
Churchill Crocodile Matador tractor
Churchill ARK Scammel tractor
Ram Kangaroo

Deacon""''"''' p'^nala) 16cw,truck

ee
M16 Hellcat
M4A3 Sherman
M4A3E2
M4A3E8
M4A1 dozer
M10

' M36
M26 Pershing
M761 priest
M12 155mm SP
M3 half-track
T19 105mm GMC
M3 75mmGMC
Jeep(6p)
LVT Buffalo
Greyhound MB

M3 75mm GMC

S

♦ crew Challenger
M38 1 52mm howitzer ♦ Sherman Crab

MkVIBM31 203mm .racked Centurion Mk 1
howitzer ♦ crew rh.,ee.Kiii \/ii

Russian standing artillery
crew separately (lOpI

anomag Sd 251 / ID — 15cm howitzer ♦ crew
10 5 cm howitzer

l

♦ crew Panzer 38(t)o
(30

Chevrolet 15 cwt Jeep|6p)
Chevrolet 3 ton LVT Buffalo
Bedford GL with office Greyhound MB

body Studebaker 2'/j ton tri
Bedford OY 3 ton GS Sherman Calliope
Chevrolet Petrol Tanker Weasel
Scammel Tank M4 High Speed Tract<

Transporter (20p} Dodge Weapons Carr,
British kneeling OUKW

artillerymen separately Studebaker Gasoline
(lOp) Truck

British standing White Scout Car
artillerymen separately 3 9"" * crew
(top) 75mm Pack howitzer

crew

tudebaker 2'/j ton tru

105mm howitzer
♦ crew

155mm Long Tom
+ crew
M16SPAA
M20 Utilify
M22 Locust
M4A3 ♦- 76mm
155mm Howitzer Ml

+ crew

M21 81mm mortar
American artillery crew

standing
separately (lOp)

P510 Mustang (15p)
P47D Thunderbolt (15p)
P40E Kittyhawk MSp)
C47 Dakota (75p)
ITALIAN
Ml 3/40
Semovente 75
CV L6/40
Semovente 47/32
47/32 AT gun & crew
Fiat GSOBis |15p)
Semovenie 105
Fiat 626
CV3/35 tankette
MII/39ck Semorente M41 da 90

Sherman Calliope Autoblinda 41
-iT . L3ncia3RO-»-90mmM4 High Speed Tractor uiiwrAov

Dodge Weapons Carrier "wwyA"*
OUKW ^
Studebaker Gasoline l

Raba Botond truck

White Scout Car Zrinyi SPAT
3 in AT gun ♦ crew FRANCE
75mm Pack howitzer ♦ Panhard 178A/C

crew Samua S35

ate version
Sd251/10+3.7Pak
Sd251/16F{amm
Sd 251 rocket launcher
Arm'd Mauitier Rocket

Launcher
Sd250
Sd 250/9 a/c
BIV Funklenpanzer

Marder II
P2IV Bridgeiayer (20p)
Bergepanther ARV
Panzenager IV/70

17cm howitzer ♦ crew
8 8 Flak 37 ♦ crew
7.5cm G36 mountain

gun ♦ crew
7.5cm infantry gun
15 cm mf. gun ♦ crew
Nebelwerfer ♦ crew
Karl tracked mortar (30pl
German standing gun

crew separately (lOp)
German kneeling gun

crew separately (lOp)

Rommel personality set

p), crewbepa
Flat car for mine defence
Panzerdraisine rail patrol

trolley SU 37
Straight track Korosomlets
Curved track 5'Ail"if!k®A

c

HEROICS and ROS FIGURES

"w"sepaSy7iooT* MAIL ORDER: Goods are offered subject to availability. Please give
57nim ATori Komsomiets $0036 alternatives. Evety effort will be made to fulfil first choices.
iu'37 lAA PAYMENT; Cheque, Inland postal order. International Money order
Komsomiets Or cash; cheques should be made out to Heroics & Ros Figures.
Staimets We accept ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD, BANKAMERiCARD, EUROCARD.
p^ka'JC^y'^i'e'iiSoi CHARGEX and MASTERCHARGE. Just send your card number.11-2 sturmoyik itspi Posage ft Packing: UK: minimum 20p, 10% in £ up to £5, over £5: 40p only.
Yak^s nloi Europe 20%, Surface mail worldwide 20% of value of order.

Airmail USA & Canada 40%. Australia B New Zealand 50%
MiG 311501 Telephone: 01-650 6517

Mail Order Address: |
P.O. Box 26, Rectory Road, BECKENHAM, Kent

fed BR31 HA, England.



HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.
LkaM 21 STATION STREET, MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD HD7 3NX, ENGLAND.

NEW 25mm RELEASES THIS MONTH
ANCIENT CARTHAGINIAN (AC) FOREMOST RANGE
CAl Libyan Spearman F
CA2 Moorish Javelinman N
CA3 Spanish Scutrii
CA4 Spanish Caetrati N
CAS Citizen Spearman
CA6 Infantry Officer
CA7 Infantry Standard Bearer
CAS Gallic Infantry

ANCIENT CARTHAGINIAN (CAC)
CACl Noble Heavy Cavalry (Horse

AH7)
CAC2 Liby Phoenician Heavy Cavalry

(Horse AH8)
CAC3 Spanish Medium Cavalry (Horse

AH7)

Light Horse trotting
Line Dragoon charging (Horse

FH7)
Lancer Firing pistol alongside

dead horse 45p

FANTASY

Fa48 Assassin with knife
FaSl Adventures with sword

U.S.A. RETAILERS AND COLLECTORS
For many reasons we decided to end our
manufacturing associations in the U.S.A. We intend
to produce Hinchliffe Models ourselves in the U.S.
bringing to you personally the quality and service of
our UK operations.
Further details next month.

Add 10% postage orders £8.00 or below Direct mail order terms

Sole Australian Agent:— Battlefield, 50 Clissold Parade, Campsie. N.S.W. 2194 Australia

Send 29p for full listings

Special Offer — Hinchliffe guide to
Wargaming 50p + 12p p&p

EQUIPMENT GROUP (EG)
EQ37 Indian 4 horse chariot with 4

crew £2.70
EG38 Indian war elephant with driver and

two warriors £1.60

FOREMOST
NC22 Hussar T
NC23 Hussar C
NC2S Line Cha
NC26 Guard Cl
NC27 Guard Cl
NV1 Guard Ls

Hussar Trooper, charging
Hussar Officer, firing pistol
Lir>e Chasseur Trooper, firing carbine
Guard Chasseur, charging
Guard Chasseur, firing pistol
Guard Lancer, on foot, bare head,
firing pistol over dead horse

ANCIENT GREEK CAVALRY
(AGO
A6C10 Arab light Cavalry (Horse AH7I

FRENCH NAPOLEONIC

CAVALRY (FNC)
FNCS9 Hussar Trooper, 1815, at rest
FNC61 Hussar Elite Coy. Officer at rest

FANTASY (Fa)
Fa54 Dwarf on journey
FaSB Super Hero wielding axe
FaS6 Frost Giant with double handed

sword

Fa57 Hobgoblin with sword and shield
Fs6B Goblin with bow
FaG9 Female Centaur with bow

ANCIENT GREEK (AG)
AG17 Mercenary Hoplite, attacking
AG18 Regular Hoplite, attacking
AG19 Actolian Javelinman
AG20 Javelinman with crescent shield
AG21 Spartan Hoplite, attacking

COLLECTORS-U.S.A.-COLLECTORS
We will shortly begin our own manufactory in the U.S.A. Bringing to you
the quality, service, enthusiasm and knowledge that U.K. collectors have
long enjoyed, our full range of products will not be immediately available, but
rapid expansion is planned The address to contact
9468 Foikstone Road, Dallas, Texas 75220

1 niinule from \
Chorlng (^o«
Main Line

Storien

la Craven Passage.
Charing Cross.
London W.C.2.

Embonkmen)
Embankment

Jnder.jrojMci

H.Q. our 'In Depth' London stockist for the 'in depth'
gamer and collector. No longer any need to leave London
eryipty-handed of Hinchliffe. Your host. Jimmy Powell,
will be only too pleased to show you the latest and the
best—open 11 .(X) a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Tuesday to Saturday

WHAT'S NEW IN 25M/M NEXT MONTH!
New Foremost Peninsular French Dragoons with their
cantiniere bringing up the rear.

New better than ever Fantasy.
And our new 15 m/m figures are treading as neavily as
15 m/m can do on the hosts of new goodies clamouring
for release

m HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.
■■■(iJI 21 STATION STREET, MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD HD7 3NX, ENGLAND.



SKYTREX LTD
Mail Order address;

28 BROOK STREET

WYMESWOLD

LEICESTERSHIRE

Bardaycard & Access Orders
Welcome

Telephone Loughborough 213789

AIR300WWI
GERMAN
Staaken Heavy Bomber £1.20
Gotha V Heavy Bomber 60p
Siemens Schnukert Dill 2Dp
Siemens Schukert DIV 20p
Halberstadt CM 20p
Roland CM 2Dp
Pfalz Scout Dill 2Dp
Hannover CLIIIa 2Dp
LF.G. (Roland) Dll 2Dp
Albatros DIM 2Dp
Albatros Dll 20p
Fokker Elli 20p
Fokker DrI Triplane 20p
Fokker DVII ^p
Fokker EV 20p

NEWDFWV 30p
NEW Junkers D1 20p
NEW Hansa Brandenberg W29 Seaplane 35p

POSTAGE & PACKING

UK., BFPO, 10% OF ORDER VALUE
(Minimum lOp)

MANY NEW MODELS THIS MONTH

BRmSH/FRENCH
DH2 a
NEW Be2c 3
NEWReB 3

F2B Bristol Fighter 3
SE5A 2
Sopwith Camel 2
Sopwith Pup a
Sopwith Triplane 2
Sopwith 1 Strutter 2
NEW Sopwith Dolphin 2
NEW Bregeut 14 Bomber 3
SpadVII a
NEW Neuport II 2
Nieport27 2
DH4 3
NEW Short 184 Seaplane 41
WW1 Aerial Combat Rules Paragon 81
WW1 Aerial Campaign Rules £1.

E E C. - 10% OF ORDER VALUE
(Minimum 20p)

OVERSEAS - 30% OF ORDER VALUE

(Minimum 50p)

OUR 1/300th
MICROTANKWW2
RANGE
lOp each unleu priced

othareise

GERMAN
DG1 Pz Kpfw.l Tank
DG2 Pz.Kpfw.ll Tank
DG3 Pz.Kpfw.lll Tank
DG4 Pz.Kplw.lV Tank F1
0G5 PZ.IVF2
DG6 Pz.lVausH
DG7 Tiger i Tank
DG8 Tiger II Tank 12p
OGS Jagdtiger 12p
DG10 Panther Tank
DQ11 Jagdpanther
PG12 Stug.MI AssauH Gun
bG13 Elephant
D614 Pz.Kptw. 4.7 cm.Pak(t)
0G15 Pz.Kpfw. 38(tL
DG16 Sturmtiger 12p
uG17 NoShom Go nan S.P. Gun
DG18 Jagdpanzer tV
DQ20 Jagdpanzer Hetzer
DG21 Sturmpanzer IV
DG22 Marder III Pak 76.2mm(R)
DG23 PzFH Wespe lOSmmSPgun
DG24 Hummel
CG2S Maus 15p
DG30 Sd.Kfz. 222 Armoured Car
DG31 Sd.Kiz, 232 Armoured Car
DG32 SdKfz. 234^2 (Puma)
nG33 Sd.Ktz. 23C Armoured Cer

7.5 L24

OG34 Sd.Kfz. 234/4 Arm'd Car
7 5 Pak 40

DG40 Sd.Kfz. 250
0G41 Sd.Kfz. 250/8 7.5cm. L/24
DG42 Sd.Kfz. 250/9 Arm'd Car
DG43 Sd.Klz. 250/7 80mm Salt

Propelled Mortar.
DG46 Sd.Kfz. 251 Halftrack
DG47 Sd Klz. 251/7 Engineers

Vehicle
DG48 Sd.Kfz. 251/9 75 mm L24
DG49 Sd.Kfz. 251/16 Flame

Thrower

DG50 Sd.Klz. 251/17 A.A. 20mm
DQ51 Sd. 251 Rocket Launcher

(260 mm)
DG56 Sd.Kfz. 7(88 Tractor)
OQ57 Sd.Kfz. 7 (Open top)
DQ58 Opel Blitz 3 ton Truck
DG59 Diamler Benz 3000L Truck
DG60 Opel Maultier Halftrack
DG61 Diamler Benz Bowser
OG62 Kubelwagen
DG63 Steyr 1500 Field Car
DG64 Kettenkrad

0G65 SiG33/150mm S.P.G.36(t)
0G66 37 mm A.A. S.P.G.
DG67 Saurer Heavy Truck
DG68 S.W.S. 40 Halftrack
DG59 Mercedes Staff Car
DG70 M/C Combination
DG71 Opel Radio Truck
DG72 Raupen Schelpper Ost
DQ73 Schwimmwagen
DG74 Opez Blitz Command

Bus lOp
DG80 S.Ocm Pak 38 (Firing)
0G81 7.5cm Pak 40 (Firing)
DG82 8.8cm Flak (Firing)
OG83 8.8cm Flak (Limbered
0G84 8.8cm Pak 43 (Firing)
DG85 105mm Field Gun
DG86 Nebelwerfer
DG87 Ostwind A.A. S.P.G.
DG88 7.5cm Infantry Gun
OG89 15cm Infantry Gun
DG90 170mm Gun (Firing) 12p
DH91 170mm Gun (Limbered) 12p

DG92 150mm Gun (Firing)
DG100 3d7 Recovery Crane
DG101 Tank Transport Trailer 25p
DG102 Berge Panther 12p

BRrrisH
091 Crusader Tank
082 Matilda Tank
DBS Valentine Tank
0B4 Churchill Tank
DBS Cromwell Tank
086 British A9 Tank
DB7 Vickers Light Tank
DBS A13 Cruiser Tank
089 A30 Challenger
OB10 Crusader III A.A.
OB20 Humber Armoured Car
DB21 Stag Hound Armoured Car
DB22 Daimler Armoured Car
D623 Harrington Armoured Car
D824 A.E.C .Mk.1 Armoured Cat
0825 Rolls Royce Armoured Ca'

(1930 41)
DB30 Daimler Scout Car
DB31 Bren Carrier
DB32 White Scout Car
DB33 Humber Staff Car
DB34 Quad Truck
DB35 Bedford O.L. 3 ton Truck
DB36 Austin Bowser
DB37 Scammell Pioneer
OB38 Scammell Breakdown

Crane
DB39 Austin 3 ton Truck
OB40 Austin 30 cwt. Truck
DB41 Morris 15 cwt Radio Truck
DB42 Morris 15 cwt Bowser
0843 Scorpion Flail 12p
0844 Centaur A R.V.
0845 Dorchester Armoured

Comnd Vehicle 119417 12d
DB46 AEC Armoured Command

Vehicle (1944) 12p
DB47 Tank Transporter
DB48 G.uy Lizard

Command Vehtcle 12p

DB50 25 pdr. Gun (Firing)
DB51 25 pdr. Gun (Limbered)
0852 17 pdr. Gun (Firing)
0853 6 pdr. Gun (Firing)
0654 2 pdr. Gun (Firing)
DB55 5 5 in. Howitzer

0856 3.7 in. A.A. Gun

DB57 7.2 inch Howitzer

DB58 Bofors 40mm A.A. Gun
DB60 Bishop S P. Gun
DB61 Bofors Quad
DB62 Archer 17 pdr. S.P. Gun
DB63 Priest S.P.G.
DB64 Buffalo L.V.T. 12p
DB65 Churchill A.R.C. 20p

0866 Churchill S.B.G.
Bridglayer 25p

DB67 Churchill Avre with
Fascine

0B68 Churchill

Carpetlayer 12p
0B69 Churchill with Petard

Mortar

DB71 D.D. Sherman

0872 Sherman Dozer
DB73 Sherman with Calliope 12p

Rocket Launcher

DB74 Armoured Bulldozer

DB75 Two Spare Fescines
DB76 Churchill Crocodile 20p

RUSSIAN

DRI KV1 Tank

DR2 T34/76 Tank
DR3 T34/85 Tank

DR4 KV2Tank 12p
OAS BT7 Tank

DR6 JSIITank12p
DR7 Stalin Tank l2p
DR8 KV/85Tank 12p

DR9 BA'IOM Armoured Car
DR10 Gaz 69 Armoured Car
DR11 T70 Light Tank
DRI 2 T26 Light Tdnk
DR13 T28 Heavy Tank 15p
DR14 . T35 Heavy Tank 15p
DR15 SU 76 Assault Gun
DR16 SU 85 Assault Gun

DRI 7 SU 100

DR18 SU 122 Assault Fun 12p
DR19 JS 152 Assault Gun 12p
DR30 Gaz 4x6 Truck
DR31 Gaz 4 X 4 Truck
DR32 Gaz Jeep
DR33 Gaz 64 Halftrack Lorry
DR34 JAG 12 Heavy Lorry 12p
OR35 Petrol Bowser 12d
DR40 M39 Anti-Tank Gun

DR41 203 mm Tracked Howitzer 12p

DR42 Katyuska Rocket Launcher
DR43 M43 57 mm Anti-Tank Gun

AMERICAN

0A1 Grant Tank

0A2 Sherman Tank

DA3 Stuart Tank

DA4 Sherman Firefly
0A5 Pershing 12p
DAB M24 Chaffee Light Tank
DA10 M8 Armoured Car

DA11 M10 Tank Destroyer
DA12 MIS Tank Destroyer
DA13 M36 Tank Destroyer
DA19 Studebaker Gasoline

Tanker

DA20 M3 Halftrack
0A21 1 ton Jeep
DA22 D.U.K.W. 12p
OA23 Mack 6x6 Truck

DA24 Chev. 30 cwt. Truck

DA25 Chev. L.R.D.G Truck

DA26 Studebaker 2^ ton Truck
DA27 M4 Artillery Tractor
DA28 Seebees Bulldozer
DA29 Weasel Amphibian
DA30 105 mm Howitzer
DA32 M438in. S.P Howitzer 150
OA33 Tank Transporter 25p
DA31 M40 155mmS.P G. 15p

FRENCH
DF1 Char B1 Tank

DF2 Somua 335

DF3 Renault H39

DF10 Somua ̂  track Lorry
0F11 CItroen 2} ton

ITALIAN
oil M 13/40 Tank

DI2 Sermovente 75/18
DI3 Autoblinda Armoured Car

LARGER 1/300th

Missile
Hovercraft

MIDLAND MILITAIRE

Aston University Hall
Aston Expressway

Birmingham
Sat. JULY 7th Sun. JULY 8th

Look toward to seeing you there. It will be
a weekend to remember.

LORD OF THE RINGS

Superb 25mm figures by heritage taken
direct from J.J.R. Tolkien's novel and the

new film.

1750 THE FELLOWSHIP - Gandalf,
Frodo, Merry, Pippin, Sam,
Aragom, Gimli, Legolas, Boromir
and Gollum £4.95

1751 SERVANTS OF SAURON -
Mounted Lord of the Nazgul plus
4 mounted Mazful and 4 dismounted

mozgul £7.20
1760 TROLLS OF MORIA - 2 Trolls

£1 95

1756 BARROW-WIGHTS - 5 in pack
£"1 95

1757 BARROW WIGHT BURIAL

MOUNDS-2 in pack £1.95

Many more differertt types on full lists.

LORD DF THE RINGS 75mm Figures
Magnificent castings modelled directly
from the film by one of the worlds best
miniature sculptors.
1875 GANDALF THE WIZARD E7.96

1876 FRODOTHEHOBBIT £5,75
1877 GIMLI THE DWARF £7.20
1878 LEGOLAS THE ELF n.95
1879 BOROMIR OF GONDOR £7.95
1880 ARAGON ISTRIOERI £7.96



INFORMATION AND

MODEL BOOKS ?lTa'se
»  _ CAREFULLY

Jt^ All orders should be
accompanied by payment
and sent to MHltary
Modelling Reader Service,
Modelbt^ks, Bercourt

House, S1 York Road, Brentford, Middx. TW8 OOP. England.
Cheques and postal orders should be made payable to
Albion Scott Limited.

Overseas Customers. Please ̂ nd payments in British currency
by international money order or bank draft. Your books will
be sent by surface mail, but we will quote airmail costs if
required.

New and Recommended
AIRCRAFT AND AVIATION

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF JAPANESE AIRCRAFT VOL. 6 -
1900-1945 IMPORT AIRCRAFT - This book contains 360
photos with about 40 three-view drawings and also particulars
and histories of Import Aircraft from the Meiji Period 11900) to
Showa Period (end of W.W.II). Text is in Japanese with title
and explanations of photos in English. 188pp. £7.95
MILITARY AIRCRAFTS OF THE WORLD - This is a superb
colour photo collection with over 230 photos of current
airplanes in use throughout the world. The contents include
pictures of Fighters; Attack Aircraft; Bombers;
Reconnaissance Aircraft; Patrol Planes; Transport Planes and
Helicopters. Although the text is in Japanese the full details,
title and main captions for each plate are in English. 304pp.
£24.50.
JET JET JET — A beautiful photo album of 76 b/w pictures
showing jet aircraft in the air or on the ground. English
captions. Approx 100 pages. £12.95
SKY SHIP - THE AKRON ERA - A very good airship book in
148 pages, many b/w photos with a map showing the flight
routes of the U.S.S. Akron. £4.95.
THE SHENADNDOAH SAGA - The career of the U.S.
Navy's first large rigid airship, U.S.S. Shenandoah ending in
the visual spectacle of the 20th Century, has long deserved
clear presentation. This book pays tribute to the officeers and
crews of the Navy's ̂ rst generation of large rigid airships.
208pp b/w photos plus flight routes. £495.
THE F-15 EAGLE IN DETAIL AND SCALE - A reference for
the scale modeller with detail photos and drawings plus five-
vievtrs in 1/72nd scale, data and facts, kit and product reviews.
£2.95.
THE MiG-17 (FRESCO) IN DETAIL AND SCALE (SERIES
THREE) — In S pages there are five view drawings in 1/72nd
scale with general and detailed photos and drawings, technical
data and aircraft facts. Reference listings. £1.95.
AVIATION BADGES AND INSIGNIA OF THE UNITED
STATES ARMY 1913-1946 - 87 pages of text over 300
illustrations. £6.95.

THE WRIGHT BROTHERS HEIRS OF PROMETHEUS - In
this papertwck edition is the biography of the Wright Brothers
and 'Flight'. There are many b/w photos plus a chronology of
the Wright Brothers 1867-1948. 146 pages. £5.50.
EXCALIBUR III - The story of a P-51 Mustang. A U.S.
National Air and Space Museum book covers the background
and history of the aircraft provides details unique to the planes
restoration by skilled craftsmen. 76pp with b/w and some
colour photos. £4.95.
COLOUR SCHEMES AND MARKINGS OF U.S. NAVY
AIRCRAFT 1911-1950 — The colour schemes and markings
are illustrated by numerous drawings and specially selected
photos. Ideal for the modeller. 179pp. £4.95.
THE OBSERVER'S BOOK OF AIRCRAFT - Indepespensible
annual pocket guide 254pp. £1.25.
HIGHWAYS IN THE AIR - The story of British Airways with
photos. 44pp 75p.
LOCKHEED HERCULES - Production list 1954-1979. Third
revised edition. £2.25.
U.S. ARMY AIRCRAFT - 1906-1946 - Photos and listings.
64pp p/b. £2.50.
62 RARE RACING PLANES - here in many previously
unpublished photos are the rarest of the racers — from the
Alexander Todd Racer to the Vance Flying Wing. 70pp. B/w
photos D.50.
FLIGHT OF EAGLES — The story of the adventures of a group
of volunteer American pilots who fought and flew for Poland in
the Polish-Russian War of 1919-1920.281 pp with b/w photos.
£6.45.
REPUBLIC THUNDERBOLT — The most complete book this
redoubtable fighter aircraft of the Second World War, with
many b/w photos plus colour illustr. and line drawings. £3.50.
THE AIR ENTHUSIAST MAGAZINE NO. 9 - In this issue: the
oldest beoing; odd saga of the First Grumman AW's Willing
Whitely; the trend setting 247 and tip-towing trials. BOpp £2.00.
AIR INTERNATIONAL Vol. 15 - A unique blend of
contemporary arrd historic material with a wealth of monotone
and colour photos, general arrangement drawings, cutaways,
systems of equipment plus in depth features. 3M pp £4.50.
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF AIRLINE COLOUR SCHEMES VOL. 1
NORTH AMERICA - An all colour guide of 92 U.S. and 60
Canadian airlines from the giants such as Pan Am end Air
Canada to the smaller operations such as West Coast Air, with
illustrated aircraft rangir>g from the Boeing 747 to the Beaver.
156pp. £6.50.
THE CONVAIR TWINS 240 TO 640 - Records the history of
the Convair 240, 340, 440 and the Turtx) prop conversion.
There is also a comprehensive production list and more than
1% photos in B/w. 20B pp £7.^.
WORLD WAR TWO OUTSTANDING AIRCRAFT PLUS ODD
AIRCRAFT — A photo album with text plus charts. 68pp.

THE W BEST AIRPLANES OF THE WORLD WAR ONE - A
I photo album with text. 64pp. £1.95.

Please enclose 25p postage for orders up to £1, 50p up
to £2 and 75p thereafter.

Callers welcome. Open 9.30 to 5.30 Mon.-Fri.'We are'
next door to the Brentford Nylons Tower, Great West Road.

Trade and Export Enquiries. All books avallable.to
trade at discount Please contact our Trade Manager.

Send stamps value lOp for ONE or More of the follow
ing lists. Showing 100's more titles.

' AIRBOOKS — books about aircraft and aviation.
SEABOOKS — books about ships and maritime.
WARBOOKS — books about warfare, weapons, soldiers.
MODELBOOKS — books about modelling.
MOTOBOOKS — books about motor vehicles.

FIGHTER TACTICS OF THE ACE'S — This book was written
by the combat pilots of the South West Pacific Area as they
saw combat against the Imperial Japanese Army and Navy
pilots during W.W.II. 96pp. £4.95.
FOKKERS OF WORLD WAR ONE - A photo album with text.
68pp. £1.95.
FLYING SCALE MODELS OF W.W.II - Feature articles on
building, finishing, and flight adjustments plus 12 full size plans

OP THE I
MESSERSCHMITT 109 — This book carries the story of
the 109 from the drawings boards of 1933 to its final
service in Spain, 1967. This is the first accurate and
comprehensive coverage of the development and
evolution of this remarkable fighter. There are many b/w
photos plus colour illustrations with detailed markings. A
recommended book. 128dd. £9.95.

JaMPSON im nmU^F vfShiD aircraft - Ths
series provides a comprehensive and well-documented history
of early aviation.
Volume One: Cover over 280 flying machines and aeroplanes.
Each entry is illustrated in full colour and there is a total of 200
technical drawings and 50 designs of pre-1903 aeroplanes.
320pp. £3.25.
Volume Two: covers the period from 1918-1935 and includes
180 plane? and dirigibles which were in service during the
peric^. Each entry is illustrated in full colour with many
additional diagrams, charts and maps. 320pp. £3.25.
Volume Three: Covers the aircraft of sixteen European
countries during the Second World War. There are over 200
colour illustrations, plus many line drawings charts and
diagrams. 320pp. £4.25.

WARFARE MILITARY HISTORY AND UNIFORMS

ELUSIVE VICTORY: THE ARAB- ISRAELI WARS 1947-74 -
A richly documented authoriative and impartial history of the
war-torn middle east. Packed with information on military
strength and sizes, details of strategy and tactics, geographical
information there are also many illustrations tables, maps a
bibliography and index. 6^pp. £11.95.
STAHLHELM: THE EVOLUTION OF THE GERMAN STEEL
HELMET — Many photos and illustrations with text. 104pp.
£4.95.
ADOLF HITLER 1931-1935 - The book displays over 100
revealing photos taken before the Germari invasion of Europe
and shows Hitler in formal as well as informal settings. The
commentary accomp)anying the pictures consists of a series of
articles written by many of the most important German leaders
of the day. 145pp. £6.50.
WHO FINANCED HITLER: THE SECRET FUNDING OF
HITLER'S RISE TO POWER 1919-1933 - This is the first major
account to reveal where the Nazi Party got its money, who
provided it and why. Illustrated. 535pp.£7.95.
THE COWBOY — Cowboy past and present here is the story
told in colour and b/w photos with text. 252pp. £5.95.
THE COWBOY — This is a contemporary photographic study
of the cowboy's world seen in a setting from which romantic

^ le Historical |
Research Society of Switzerland, with 378 colour
drawings by Lucien Rousselot.
We have acquired a very small stock of this limited

edition collector's book. This massive 35 x 45 cm volume
with French and German text is known as the bible for
Swiss uniforms of that period. Nothing is left out. Every
unit is covered in great details. The most magnificent book
we had for years. If you can afford it, hurry to get your
copy at £^.50 post paid. We will never be able to offer
this book again. [

The Lt. Thomas M. Johnson Reference books — most detailed
reference books available: £5.95 each.

Vol. 1 Edged Weapons of the Third Reich — Wearing them —
•  over 100 photos.

Vol. 2 Third Reich Edged Weapons Accoutrements, over 200
III., many in colour.
ATLAS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION - A most unusual
and comprehensive book of Its kind which tells the story of the
American battle for independence with the help of maps which
are in full colour and which have not been reproduced since
their original appearance nearly 200 years ago. There is also a
pull-out chronological flowchart of the war. Indeed a valuable
history source. 219pp. £12.95.
THE WORLD OF GEORGE WASHINGTON - A magnificent
volume. Not since his death has an effort been made to portray
this man and his world entirely through paintings, drawings,
prints and the incunabula of the 18th century as this book has
successfully done. 280pp. £12.95.

THE WAPPEN SERIES — another hit from the Publishers of
WILD MOOKS. These spiral bound booklets excell in colour
pictures, particularly of markings, badges etc. Each contains
many peel-offs, al^ model plans, cut-outs etc. Text is in
Japanese, but over 85% pictures. £2.96 each
No. 1 — Aircraft Carrier USS Enterprise

Tel: 01-560 3404
Telephone and Mail

Orders accepted on Access, Barclaycard
Money Back: If you are not entirely satisfied with your book(s),
you will receive your money back if you return your book(s)
within 7 days.
You can use this ad as an Order Form.

Visit our Midland branch, 7 Welch Gate,

Bewdley, Worcs, now open — Mon.-Fri.
9-4.30. Sat. 9-5.
All books reviewed in this publication can be ordered

from us.

TANKS) WEAPONS AND MILITARY EQUIPMENT

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF TRANSPORTATION - Dealing with all
aspects of land, sea and air transport from both an historical
and modern technological perspective there are over 400
illustrations with 16 pages of colour. 256pp. £5.95.
DESERT TRACKS — British armour camouflage and markings
in North Africa of the British 8th army tanks plus vehicle plans
and technical data. 91pp. £
WILD MOOK SERIES: THE SUPER GUN N0.29 - This
magazine is packed with both b/w and colour photos of hand
guns; machine and sub-machine guns and there is also a
section on Police and Weapons. 160pp. £6.95.
THE WORLD POLICE VEHICLES NO. 30 - Another very
colourful magazine with hundreds of colour and b/w pictures
showing the different typ>es of police vehicles used throughout
the world. 160pp. £6.95.
THE TANK MAGAZINE SPECIAL MAY '79 VOL. TWO NO. 7
— Features German Tank Leopards. Hundreds of b/w photos
plus English captions with eight pages of line drawings. 142pp.
£5.95.

THE PANZER TANK MAGAZINE: Excellent photo albums at
£2.00 each.
No.7—AMX10 Armoured Personne' Carrier, Russian Fighting
Vehicles in Colour.
No.7—AMX30 and it's new Version, Pz.1V Tank Destroyer.
No.9—Vehicles Born from Pz.1 Tank, Italian Carro Veioce
Series.
No.10—Russian T34 Series, The Waffen SS Story.

THE TANK MAGAZINE — The monthly publication from
Japan in the famed Koku Fao series of books for the modeller
and enthusiast. Each of its 144 pages packed with photo's,
drawings, cutaways, cockpit interiors etc., in black and white
and colour. Each issue contains a foldout four-view scale plan
of the main feature tanks. Price £2.50 each
1/73-XMl; T72 Leopard 2
2/76—M60; Flakpanzer; Soviet Military Parade
3/78-T62; M3 Halftrack; Marder
4/78—Leopard 1 MBT; Panzer 1; Monty's Carrier
5/78—Japanese Type 74 MBT; T62; T34; Panzer 2.
6/78—T72; Amoured Recovery Vehicles; Tauchpanzer 111
7/78-U.S. Missile Tank; XM 803; XMI; Sherman Firefly; PZ3
8/78—Swedish Main Battle Tank and Destroyer; One-man

Tanks' FZ3 Interior
9/78—Japanese Type 75 15mm SP Gun; Churchill 1/MK4;

Panzer II; Type L-N
10/78—Chieftain; P2 Kpfw 35 (T)
11/78-Type 90 SP Gun; XM1 PZ kpfw 38
12/78—AMX 30, Panzer Uniforms of WW2
1/79-JSDGF Type 61 MBT; M7 105; Sturmgeschutz III
2/79—M41 Light Tank; Pzkpfw IV
3/79—JSDGF Type 75 MRL; Red Army Today; German

Tanks WWII.

5/79-T-54/55 MBT; Type 94 Tankette

3/79—JSDGF Type 75 MRL; Red Army Today; German
Tanks WWII

5/79-T-54/55MBT; Type 94 Tankette

TANKS OF THE GREAT ARMIES - this English Language,
book from Italy covers all the main fighting tanks of today with'
excellent photos, colour and plans. £2.95
ITALIAN FIGHTING VEHICLES 1939-45. The only book we
know on these AFV's. Really excellent photos, scale plans,
colour. All tanks and AFV's covered in great detail, and very
much angled at the modeller. Italian text. Hardback £6.95
GERMAN TANKS AND FIGHTING VEHICLES OF WORLD
WAR 2 — we have acquired the last stock of this much
sought after out of print Phoebus book. Hardback £2.95
THE FRENCH TANKS 1945-77 - This really fantastic new
book from France covers hundreds of photos, b/w and
colour, all the Franch AFV's. French text £17.^
THE BMC UNIVERSAL TRUCK - Here is the picture-book
about the famous GMC's, the favourites of the US Army.
Excellent photo material in abundance. It is a pity that the
French publishers did not put English captions in, but even so
is very worthwhile 'book for the military vehicle book
enthusiast. Hard back, 260pp. £17.95

WARFARE, MILITARY HISTORY AND UNIFORMS
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF WORLD WAR TWO - A detailed study
of battles, weapons, personalities and political events of
World War Two. Also included are over ̂  illustrations,
maps, line drawings and charts. For all those interested in the
history of this period, this is an indispensible reference book.
Hamlyn. £5.95
THE ILLUSTRATED ENCYCLOPEDIA OF FIRE ARMS - An
A-Z directory of military and civil firearms, of makes and
makers from 1830 to the present day. Over 500 illustrations
with 50 in colour. Hamlyn. £6.95
AFRIKA KORPS - This is a unnique contribution to the
historical literature of World War Two. There are many maps,
charts and technical illustrations. £6.50 j
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EDITORIAL

tenuity su^fering^^ regular
between games, with a distressing inevitability about the final massed punch-up that always seems to
occur.

However, this is not a discourse on wargames campaigns but rather one on methods of realistically
enlivening the one—off game. Of course, the amount of pleasure and realism derived from such a game
is almost proportional to the degree of preparation that preceded it - and 1 mean rather more than the
selection of forces and the construction of realistic terrain, although both are semi-vital points.
It is the choice of objectives that to a large extent controls the enjoyment - prizes which can be won
or lost by displays of tactical ingenuity or sheer downright audacity - both requiring a large dose of
luck. In a recent "SAVAGE AND SOLDIER" editorial, Doug Johnson rather wistfully discussed "strategic
victories" deploring their scarcity and endeavouring to inculcate some constructive interest in them
on the part of his fellow wargamers. But "strategic victories" are really only overall titles that
should cover the most essential of all items for the good wargame - a competent narrative that offers
inducements to attack rather than to stay put in a defensive position while positively providing a
mutually agreed means whereby at the appropriate stage of the battle it is possible for one side to
be declared the winner while the others, if even ruefully, acknowledge defeat. A narrative should
begin with an overall appraisal of the situation as it is apparent to both players, then each side has
a separate note outlining conditions peculiar to each side and not known to the other. For example,
a French force largely composed of infantry, with a few cavalry and some horse guns are moving along
a road from one town to another; they are aware that they are being followed by an Austro/Russian
army (but do not know that it is only two-thirds their numerical strength, although the Allies are
aware of this fact). The French commander receives a message from the Army Commander telling him to
make the best speed possible back to the second town but to be on the alert as it is thought that
there are two or possibly three enemy armies in the vicinity, any or all of whom might be able to
unite and attack him in superior strength. The Austro/Russian general's narrative now splits into
two — one section for the force following the French, telling him to attack because other armies are
in the vicinity and will march to the sound of the guns; the other narrative section goes to a war—
gamer handling yet another Austro/Russian force map-marching off the wargames table. He is told that
there is a French force somewhere on the road between the two towns being pursued by an Allied force
and that he must march towards the road and either cut off the French retreat or unite with the other
force to overwhelm the French. Being unaware of the position of either friendly or enemy force, he
has to make an initial declaration and accordingly mark his map as to which section of the road he is
marching to. If the French force do not have pickets out on surrounding hills, the second Austro/
Russian force, once on the wargames table, will be allowed to march unseen to a point where, in real-
life, they would come within view of the French below. So here we have inducements and incentives
for all forces to keep moving, to use their tactical brains and, for the French to be able to fight
each smaller force separately, while the Austro/Russians attempt that most difficult of all manoeuvres,
— for two forces to link-up on the battlefield in the face of the enemy. Well, our crowd in Southamp
ton are going to try and make it work tomorrow night!
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AN ALL-PURPOSE CAMPAIGN MAP

Harold Gerrj

Well, almost all-purpose. Certainly anything pre-
railway. Even up to 1900 or so in countries (Colonies,
etc.,) which did not have railways or telegraph.

It turned up by accident when 1 was drawing a number
of maps to find a situation which would give a short
Peninsular War campaign suitable for 11,000-18,000 men a
side (220-360 figures in our scale). It emerged by the
method of drawing-in the terrain, then thinking where the
towns would he, and then thinking of a likely situation
which would give both sides handicaps in the way of things
to defend, and at the same time give incentives for
aggression. Those are two of the prime requirements for
any campaign. Ideally, also, a campaign terrain should
allow many different ways of achieving one's aims. There
should he preferably four or five possible strategies
while your opponent might try.

The map was drawn on graph paper with 11 x 7 one-inch
squares each divided into ten. Hence, 1 large square was
10 miles. Moves: 20 small squares a day on roads, 8 across
country (only after defeat in battle and without guns or
wagons), 4 across-country in hilly areas. Areas with
double or more contours were virtually impassable.

R; 0 cUl

The more we studied it the more promising it seemed. \ xi Pi y ^ a y
Especially when the obvious situation became clear: invaders (the French in our case) were in control
of the coastal strip, with a supply base in each of the two coastal cities AL and SC. They may have
up to 10^ of their strength posted at the HS village, as the village is on the "main road down the
coast. Otherwise their forces start from the two coastal cities.

The other side (Spaniards in our campaign) have established 3 forward bases at the hill villages
V, M and B, and have brought in a siege battery into one of them, preparatory to an attack on the
French strongholds at some later date. Their forces are distributed over the three villages, with an
outpost of up to 10^ strength forward at road junction P, on the obvious French line of approach to
two supply villages.

Each side had 800 points, which gives roughly the numbers quoted in the second paragraph. What
ever your local points values are, the only thing to watch is to make the initial totals match the
values you give the objectives. Our proportions turned out to be about right, encouraging risk-taking
to gain at least some of the points allotted to objectives won.

In our case, capture or destruction of the French barracks and stores in the two cities was worth
100 points each to the Spanish.

Each Spanish store depot destroyed was worth 50 pts to the French. Capture or destruction of the
siege guns another 50.

The towns AL and SO were not fortresses, but had low old stone walls which would be expensive to
take by escalade. To balance this, the French had to see that one last supply convoy (2 wagon symbols)
was passed South through the area before winter - 14 days away. The convoy arrives from the North at
village SF at the end of day 1. It must exit South from village T before the end of day 14, before the
campaigning season ends.

Loss of the convoy means another 50 pts to the Spaniards. They also win the 50 if they prevent it
from issuing South from village T by the time the campaign is over. As can be seen from a rough estima
tion looking at the map, even if the convoy had a clear run to T without a fight, it is going to take
about nine or ten days to get there. So the French have a constant problem on their hands.

Roads cross the rivers at small stone bridges. Scattered fords can be assumed if bridges are blown,
half an hour per unit (battalion etc.,) to cross at such places. Villages and towns are stone.

One tip. Agree before you start on the length of the two town perimeters. In our case half a
mile on the landward side, 18" on our table. Agree also on the smallest size of force which can operate
on its own, otherwise you will have swarms of half-battalions and odd squadrons everywhere, which is
unreal, as well as difficult to log.

Scouting can be ignored. Each player can write his moves for the day and then both sides compare
where their forces have got to by nightfall. In this way you keep about 24 hours ahead of the informa
tion the enemy have based their own moves on.

Well, there it is. Very useful if you are looking for a background situation for a short campaign.
Ours has so far produced a major action west of HS and one east of village T and three small actions
concerned with French raids on the mountain villages.. This is probably because neither side has gone
in for a really gigantic gamble. For instance the Spaniards could have just left a squadron in village



V and. moved with over 700 points from M and B to road junction HS and driven up the road to AL to
take the convoy or drive it hopelessly into city AL. But of course this will not succeed if the
French strategy that time happens to he three strong raids on the Spanish hase villages early on,
linked with keeping the convoy inside the walls of AL until the raiders are far enough on the home
road to worry the Spanish main army.

As I said, perhaps the best feature is that the possibilities are so many. There are about six
very obviously promising ones for the French that I can see, and of course these become twelve or
more if you think one is not working and switch strategies half-way through.

Set your own standards for "victory". In our case, we total remaining army points strength,
allot points for any gains as mentioned earlier, and if one side has 100 points more than the other
it has a propaganda victory. If 200 more, the other side evacuates the area. (if anybody manages to
get a quite overwhelming win, I would be interested to hear how he did it. See No.203 for address).

A WARGAMER'S DIARY

"Housecarle"

This is one of my less active wargaming months, what with sunshine, cricket, Wimbledon, and
sundry other distractions. In fact I even missed Luton - a wargames convention which I have much
enjoyed for the past couple of years, but which I have now unaccountably overlooked, possibly due
to having seen no publicity.

A couple of encouraging letters in the June Newsletter: good to see someone interested in the
Dark Ages - I hope one of our more successful Goth or Carolingian general will contribute a little
something about this fascinating era.

I am also glad that the secretary of the Ilford Wargames Group is a budding, or, more probably,
experienced Harold Godwinson after my own heart. I considered the idea of penning an article on
the Arms and Tactics of eleventh-century England, but the job has been done far better than I could
hope to do it. Might I recommend to Mr.Elliott the relevant sections, which he will find on pp 33-^
and ^8-9, of Ian Heath's book "Armies of the Dark Ages 600-1066"? The WRG has come in for a certain
amount of criticism among wargamers, but their publications on organisation, tactics, dress and
weapons, of which the volume I mention is but one, are invariably first-rate. Ian Heath combines
painstaking research with excellent draughtsmanship, and I can find no fault with the sections on
Anglo-Saxons and Vikings.

In addition, a series of articles on the Norman Conquest in the final issues of "Battle" may
help Mr. Elliott, as will Terence Wise's new book in the Osprey Men-at-Arms Series, which I mentioned
in June.

Owing to a scarcity of source material, there is only a certain amount of room for dispute in
these matters: we may discuss whether the Anglo-Saxon shield was flat or convex, whether the ash-
spears, in WRG terms, were javelins or long-thrusters, to what extent the select fyrd or the house-
carles benefited from chain-mail. We may speculate, as I have done in this column, as to why the bow
was under—used and the horse ignored, or whether, again in WRG terms, the housecarles were regular
troops.

Even more fascinating is the question of the nature of Anglo-Saxon warfare. Why was Alfred's
tactic at Ashdown, where he attacked the Danes in two divisions, virtually the high point of our
military strategy? Ian Heath notes that "of tactical sense there was an alarming absence", and our
editor, in his "Wargames Through the Ages", is distinctly cool, rating us in the bottom three mili
tary powers in four-and-a-half millennia of warfare. Were our ancestors as simple-minded as we are
led to think? I believe not. I suspect that our island position in Europe saved us from the more
devastating effects of Dark Ages militarism, confining us to the continual, but, from the point of
view of tactical development, stultifying business of fending off the Vikings. That we managed this
tolerably well is evident from a series of victories from Ashdown to Stamford Bridge, but wargamers
less fervently chauvinist than myself may choose to ignore my pleas of sheer historical accident, and
point out that the first invasion from a power using different methods resulted in our defeat in a
manner both instant and final.

Were Anglo-Saxon troops genuinely lacking in battle-practice since the untimely death of Edmund
Ironside in 1016? Did the firm Danish rule of Cnut and the saintly Europeanism of the Confessor
herald a putative era of peace in which the fine arts of calligraphy, architecture, and jewelcraft
might have flowered, but for the family ambitions of the Godwins and the brutal expansionism of Duke
William? We hear that the country had grown effete under the unworldly Edward - and those mournful
contemporary illustrations of hang-dog expressions and slack stockings bolster the idea - but I prefer
to believe that the men who marched to Yorkshire to give Hardrada his seven feet of English earth
before perishing with their leader on Senlac ridge were made of sterner stuff.

Speculation is intriguing, but let us conclude with a question: did a housecarle wielding a
double-handed axe fight in tight formation (WRG "Heavy infantry"), presumably using a controlled
downwards chopping blow, or in open formation (WRG "Light Heavy infantry"), with room for less-
controlled, but more lethal, lateral swings of the weapon? I currently favour the latter; perhaps
the Ilford Wargames Group can convince me one way or the other.



TALKING WARGAMING

At Pharsalus the Roman legion formed up its
ten cohorts three-deep on a frontage of 2,000
feet, so allowing each individual legionary six
feet of space in which to fight. On the flanks
and in front, the auxiliary slingers and archers
skirmished and flung their missiles. Following
the cardinal rule when attacking enemy on the
defensive, Caesar's legions began their attack
when 360 feet away, with the first front line of
cohorts moving forward at the march and then at
the double until the first two ranks of each

cohort were within about 60 yards of the enemy.
Then they would launch themselves forward and
hurl their pila at a range of about 20 paces;
their comrades followed up and repeated the per
formance until the back lines of the cohorts had

thrown their pila over the heads of their front-
ranks, who were now among the enemy, thrusting
murderously with their short swords. They fought
fop exactly 15 minutes before being withdrawn and
a fresh century or cohort thrown in. At the same
time, the second line of cohorts were moving
forward, their front men preparing for their 60
yard run. The third line of cohorts were held
back in reserve to mop-up the last of the enemy
resistance or to cover a retreat if the battle

went against the Romans.

Full'Size model of Roman legionary soldier at the

Grosvenor Museum

ooOoo

SUN TZU - THE ART OF WAR:

If you know the enemy and know yourself you need not fear the result of a hundred battles. If
you know yourself but not the enemy then for every victory you gain you will also suffer a defeat.
If you know neither the enemy nor yourself you will succumb in every battle.

ooOoo

PROBLEM OF THE MONTH;

What is the most advantageous size for a permanent wargames table?

ooOoo

HINT OF THE MONTH;

TIME CHARTS; Many battles include some "surprise factor" involving a certain amount of record
ing so that a check can be kept, for example, on the anticipated time of arrival of a flanking force.
A Time Chart programmes such vital factors beyond dispute. The Chart must include those manoeuvres
whose timing is an important feature of the battle, marked up in specified periods of time, each re
presented by a game-move. A Time Chart is vital in keeping check on off-table moves on a map, where
different forces are moving along various routes or attempting out-flanking movements that will bring
troops onto the table-top battlefield at some intermediate stage in the conflict. It is almost im
possible to retain control of such factors without such a Chart.

To keep in touch with detached portions of a force might require their commander, perhaps unaware
of their exact location, to send out messengers whose progress must be recorded on the Time Chart. Thus,
their exact time of arrival is known and the unit to whom they are bringing orders cannot react until
those orders are actually received. The non-arrival or delay of orders provide Military Possibilities
that can realistically alter the course of an historical conflict.

As an example:- At Prestonpans scarcely more than five minutes elapsed from the first onslaught
on Cope's army to the breaking of his entire front line. But the Time Chart must start when Cope took
up position on the higher ground around Tranent so that it gives full scope for charting the Highlanders
out-flanking movement, allowing for their possible discovery and interception at the Riggonhead defile;
then Cope's realisation of the new threat and his re-deployment to face it, followed by the Highland
onslaught and speedy rout of the Royal Army. In this case, the amount of time taken by each game-move
will need to be short.

ooOoo

MILITARY QUIZ OF THE MONTH:

What'army besieged Paris for II months in 885-6 AD?
Name two of the battles won by Montrose in l6''4'4-5?
Who commanded the Austrian forces at Solferino in 1859?

Whose corps marched much but fought not at all at Quatre Bras in 1815?
Date of Battles of - a) Naseby: b) Magenta: c) Orthez: d) Chickamanga and e) 3rd Gaza (Beersheba)?



THE COMPLEAT VARGAMER

Or. How to Win Battles Without being a Military Genius

Ray Lucas

Have you ever wondered how old Charlie always manages to win his games? How everything seems to
go right for him, even in the most desperate situations? It could he that he is a tactical genius -
hut I douht it. Mayhe he just happens to he a Compleat Wargamer.

So what has the Compleat Wargamer got that lesser mortals have not? It is not incisive tactical
skill; we have already ruled that out. It is not a lightning grasp of the situation - old Charlie
wouldn't know a tactical situation if it sat up and hit him. It is certainly not ingrained military
experience; the last shooting war ended when most of us were in nappies.

Rather, it is a low cunning that allows the Compleat Wargamer to stack the odds in his- own
favour, coupled with a sort of mental Ju—Jitsu that has his opponents thinking in terms of a fighting
withdrawal tiefore the game has even hegun.

How, then, does one go ahout becoming a Compleat Wargamer? The first step is to acquire a Repu
tation. If you can win your first couple of games - preferably if you can work ih a dirty, underhand
trick or two - you are halfway there. People become a little wary. They scrutinise every silly
error you make, firmly convinced that it conceals some subtle trap. You will he able to get away
with)outrageous faux pas, simply because your opponent cannot bring himself to believe that it is a
mistake.

From there one progresses to the status of an Authority. Get hold of every book you can on your
period and bone up a few facts - the more irrelevant the better. Wait for an opportune moment and
drop a pearl or two.

"Of course. Napoleon couldn't stop the cavalry at Waterloo because he was prostrate with piles,"
you may declare, apropos of nothing. Or, "Of course horse artillery can charge cavalry - Bull's
troop did it at Fuentes".

Once your status as an Authority is confirmed it is but a short step to being able to declare,
in the middle of a hard-fought action, infantry are trained to side-step cannonballs" and have
the matter accepted without comment. On that glorious day you are one with Alexander and Frederick
the Great.

Of course, these tactics are merely psychological - the outcome of a state of mind induced by
the Compleat Wargamer himself. There are other, more tangible, methods by which the maestro manages
to tilt the balance heavily in his own favour. He will, for example, always arrange to turn up
half-an-hour late. Besides the obvious advantage of not having to set up the tables, this gives him
the chance to choose his opponents, not to mention his allies.

"I'll join in with old Fred," he will nonchalantly announce.

Old Fred, of course, is the possessor of an Indo-Scunthorpic horde that has trampled, mangled,
mowed, reaped and scattered everything that has come up against it. Our hero will deftly avoid the
overtures of the voluble fourteen-year-old in the corner, knowing full well that the idealism of
youth is no match for hard adult realism. The perennial cry of "Well, it worked for Wellington at
Busaco!" is no compensation for being hammered by another Compleat Wargamer who cannot even remember
what happened at Busaco.

Setting out terrain is another opportunity for the Compleat Wargamer to assert himself. He will
at all costs avoid using a "system", since these tend to produce mountain-top swamps, disappearing
rivers, and other interesting topographical features. Instead, he will wander vaguely around the
table, dropping a hill there, a wood here with an arbitary manner that conceals slide-rule accuracy.
It is amazing how many people will stand around and watch him do it, too!

With the game in full swing, the Compleat Wargamer has at his disposal one or two mechanisms
that have stood the test of time untarnished. The Elastic Tape Measure works on the principle that
if you add in the length of your thumb, and the width of the tape-casing, you can hit anything on
the table. This simple device has probably killed off more men than the atom-bomb and the Vickers
machine-gun combined.

The Indestructible Unit depends for its effect on mistaken identity. With a number of similar
units on the board it is a simple matter to transfer all the casualties on the leading formation to
one further back. By the time anyone notices that the front one is not getting any smaller it will
have treimpled the enemy and be looking for beer and women.

Dice, too, can play an active part in keeping the Compeat Wargamer's head above water. Scour
them down until the numbers are practically invisible. Threes look enough like fives when thro-wn
quickly and picked up hastily. Or, better still, paint your plus die yellow and your minus die red.
No one is going to remember which is which after five or six moves.

However, the moral is to the physical as three is to one - as Napoleon was wpnt to remark. As
far as the Compleat Wargamer is concerned, this means getting your opponent to the stage where he



cemnot think of anything hyt going home.

At its hasic level this means telling him as often and as convincingly as possible that he hasn't
got an earthly. If you are winning, make sure everybody in the room knows it. Call gaily across the
room to the club chairman: - "Hey, George, have you ever seen a Successor phalanx march backwards
before?", or, "What's the rout speed for an Old Guard grenadier?" A quick chorus of "There won't be
many going homel" also goes down well.

If, however, the man across the table refuses to be daunted, a more subtle approach is indicated.
Wait for him to make a threatening attack, and then throw back your head and laugh evilly. Rub your
hands together briskly, and then go to the loo and let him stew for five minutes. When you come back
the chances are he will have changed his mind.

There are other methods just as effective that have nothing to do with wargaming. Our hero will
wait until the crisis of the battle, at the end of a long, hard game, and then begin to produce roast
legs of turkey, jugged hare, sirloin steak, lemon sorbet and Irish coffee. He will then proceed to
demolish the enemy while jaws gape and saliva glands work overtime.

The time will come, though, when, despite the care and skill of the Compleat Wargamer, his back
will be firmly to the wall. At this moment of truth the art of Constructive Arguing comes to his
rescue.

It is not really necessary to have a genuine grievance - any trivial detail will do. Indeed,
some of the most accomplished feats of Constructive Arguing have commenced on the most trifling of
issues. I know of one Compleat Wargamer who saw out two whole hours of heated discussion simply by
maintaining that his opponent's gun moved two centimetres before firing.

This masterly filibuster ranged hither and yon, from why infantry were unformed in a paddy-field,
to how many fly-buttons Wellington's orderly had, to how fast camels could swim, and back to that
pestilential gun. At the end of it, of course, our hero had achieved his objective. He had avoided
defeat and driven his opponent into walking off in disgust. He had also involved two-thirds of the
club's members and every game in the room at one time or another.

For the great thing is - never admit defeat. No matter what the result, claim the battle as a
moral victory - any decent wargamer in your opponent's position should have swept you off the table
in three moves. Explain to anyone who will listen that you were outnumbered heavily in infantry/
cavalry/guns/elephants/bald-faced gnus. Blame it on your allies. Hint that when your opponent's
dice kept coming up double-six he would never let you look at them. Groan, and mutter something
about 'recurring malaria' - any disease will do.

Above all, always carry yourself like a Compleat Wargamer. Hold your head up and brag with the
best of them. And if you do not know how to be a Compleat Wargamer, have a look round. There is
bound to be at least one in your club.

MORE READERS WRITE

"Please accept my congratulations on the Newsletter. The last few issues have been especially
interesting. My only adverse criticism concerns your comments on 15mm figures. Surely they are no
longer "the scale of the future" but have won a respectable place in the present. And after all,
they have been around for nearly seven years now. Secondly to my mind, too much detail spoils small
figures, as it destroys versatility. Also too much detail means too much painting to do. I find it
a good principle only to put in that degree of detail which one can do well. A neat plain figure is
generally better than a shaky detailed one. Nevertheless, I still agree with many of your opinions!

David Cogan of Hethersett, Norfolk.

ooOoo

"With regard to some wargamers' tendency to fight battles with pocket calculators, perhaps more
realism would be achieved by working to the maxim that "War is not a mathematical problem". The

brnLrap^igyo"" ̂  Carell's "Scorched Earth" - Hitler's War on Russia, Volume 2, published
Peter Fairclough of Stockton-on-Tees.

ooOoo

"While I am writing I would like to say that I really enjoy the Newsletter. I also tend to agree
with most of your opinions expressed in the Newsletter. Too bad that those who want to ban all war
toys and wargames do not understand the way the world really is. Just because we play wargames does
not mean we approve of war. Most wargamers are pretty good historians and understand how and why wars
start. If Ch^berlain had been a wargamer perhaps he would not have appeased Hitler and the war might
have been avoided. It is very clear that Jimmy Carter is not a wargamer. God help us if the day
comes when Russia forces us into a corner and we have to fight a major war, when a firm foreign policy
could have avoided the entire situation. Carter is too weak a leader. We need a strong man in
Washington - Ronald Reagan where are you?

Keep up the good work Don, Express your views however you like in the Newsletter."

Garry Garrett of Kansas City, U.S.A.

ooOoo



THE BEST OF THE NEWSLETTER

This series of re—prints froin long—past issues of this magazine continues with a fine article hy
the late Charles Grant, doyen of wargamers, that appeared in No.6 September 1962.

NOTES ON LIGHT INFANTRY IN THE 18th CENTURY

Charles Grant

One significant feature of the art of war in the 18th century was the emergence of light infantry,
who appeared in most continental armies first of all, and later in the British forces. It had been
found, earlier in the century, that protection for supply trains, lines of communication and so on
could best be provided by troops other than the slow-moving regular infantry of the line of the time,
and so initially fairly irregular infantry units were brought into being. The various eastern and
south-eastern frontiers in the middle of the century provided the Austrian army with numerous bodies
of fast-moving infantry (and cavalry as well, of course), and Pandours, Croats and Tolpatches became
colourful if somewhat cut-throat adjuncts to the Austrian regular battalions.

Oddly enough, however, the two great masters of war of the period - Marshal Saxe and Frederick
the Great - had rather opposing views on the subject of light infantry. The former was a strong ad
vocate of their use, and under his command, one of the earliest units of French light infantry — the
Arquebussiers de Grassin - performed a major role at Fontenoy in holding up the Allied right wing.
Frederick, on the other hand, was apparently somewhat suspicious of the innovation, although he did
ultimately create several jager battalions. It would appear that service in his army was of such an
unenviable nature that any independence of action, such as would be enjoyed by light troops, was an
invitation to desertion, so the King was naturally loath to lose his men in this way. The French of
course, as might be expected from their traditionally aggressive and individualistic approach to war
fare, were ideally suited to light infantry tactics, and very many units - some of them eomposite, of
both foot and horse - were formed, notably the Chasseurs de Fischer, the Fusiliers de la Morliere,
and Volontaires Cantabres and many others. The Austrians, in addition to the near-Brigands mentioned
above, also had jager battalions. British Light Infantry came more or less into existence with the
units raised in the Highlands just before the 'Forty-Five, developing rapidlj' with the Royal
Americans and other regiments leading up to the Rifle Corps of Napoleonic times. Of course, light
infantry tactics of the sixties of the 18th century had certainly not been brought to the pitch of
perfection of those employed by Wellington's Peninsular riflemen, but nevertheless the jager of the
time in question operated much more individually than the line infantry and, consequently, for a
realistic 18th century wargame to be realised, rules have to be created to cope with what was a bit
of a phenoraenom - to the general of I76O that is.

First of all as to movement, it seemed that on the march, formed up as a body like any other
infantry unit, light infantry would move the normal basic move of 6", but operating in their proper
role of skirmishers individuallyj they would be somewhat speedier, so we give them a move of 7-2"
which is intermediately between infantry and heavy cavalry moves. To give effect to their power as
light troops, it was decreed that to operate as such there must be 3" between each light infantryman
before their special fire power rules were applicable. This covers the situation where light infantry
are moving in open order, taking advantage of natural cover and where, in our game, it requires a
group of eiEht infantry of the line to be able to hit one light infantryman (as opposed to the normal
groups of infantry firing groups of six). At range 9" to 18" a throw of six is necessary to kill the
light infantryman, at less a 5 or 6 will suffice. If the light infantryman are closer together than
3" then they become the normal target group of six, and then are subject to the more destructive
infantry versus infantry fire rules.

Firing rules for light infantry are simple. Attacking formed troops, a die is thrown for each
man firing - at 9" to 18'' a 5 or 6 kills a man, at closer range, k, 5 or 6 does likewise. This
applies to "firing into the brown" of, say, an infantry column. The other role of light infantry is
to pick off individual officers, in which case, firing at a designated officer, he has to throw a 6
at 9" to 18", whilst at closer range a 5 or 6 will kill. Tactically, it may sometimes be advantage
ous to concentrate fire on the officers, particularly if the latter have suffered already, and the
unit's morale in consequence rather shaky, while at other times it might be better to wear down the
rank and file strength.

In our 18th century game light infantry are organised in battalions - 3 offieers and 24 men -
and such a battalion is a formidable addition to one's army. Proportionately, we have one light
battalion to four infantry regiments, which seems about right, and usually they are used as a screen
for infantry attacks, although in defence they can be invaluable. It is possible to fight most re
alistic delaying actions with them, as by hovering around infantry columns, the latter can be forced
to deploy to deal with the galling fire it is possible to deliver. Light infantry are obviously at
their best in fairly wooded country, and in the open their greatest enemy is the light cavalryman, who
moves at 12" per move can quickly overtake his pedestrian counterpart and has a more than equal chance
of cutting him down.

Experience shows that it is wasteful to use light infantry in assaulting defended buildings or in
defence of such against infantry attack - in melee their properties are those of ordinary infantry
and to use them as such is a negation of their role. A recent contributor to Newsletter wrote that
he had experimented with light infantry and discarded them. A great pity, because it can be great
fun to have them on the field. I remember when, in a very parlous campaign engagement I had but a
single battalion of jager between my capital and a vigorously advancing body of enemy infantry..!
I still have my capital, but that is another story!

ANSWERS OF MILITARY Q UIZ OF THE MONTH on Page lO
1. The Vikings.

2. Tippamuir; Inverlochy; Auldearn; Alford and Kilsyth.
3. Emperor Franz Josef.
4. D'Erlon's. , ^ \ ^
5. a) 14 June 1645: b) June 1859: c) 27 February 1814: d) 19/20 September 1863 and (e) 31 October



MAINLY COLONIAL (Continued from last Month)

Don Featherstone

First, apologies are due for the omission of a diagram/map to he used for the Punitive Expedition
game described in our last issue. It is hoped that those readers sufficiently stimulated to attempt
to play this game might still he organising their forces so that map is not yet required.

The game that was described was of course a purely imaginary one hut a rather similar real-life
occurrence with a most interesting "twist" at the end occurred in November 1853 on the North-West
Frontier of India. Then, the Bori tribesmen who lived in a chain of villages in mountainous country
had been causing considerable trouble raiding down into the Kohat and Peshawar district. On 29
November 1853, a force formed of the 22nd Regiment of Foot, the Gurkhas, the Guides and some mountain
artillery set out to reach them taking one of three possible routes to the area. It was so narrow,
steep and winding that it was only possible to move through in single file, consequently it took some
time for the force to debouch and form up beyond the Pass. During this period they were under con
stant attack from militant tribesmen. Eventually the force concentrated and Lieut. Hodson (of
Hodson's Horse fame) led his Guides to capture a height that commanded the area. When this was done,
the 22nd Regiment and the Gurkhas, aided by artillery, drove the enemy before them and by noon lieavy
columns of flame and smoke were rising from very Bori village. Throughout tribesmen poured down
matchlock fire from the surrounding hills.

Pressed at every step, the British now began a fighting retreat until they came to Taruni where
they were concerned to find hundreds of Afridis of other tribes sitting on the hills watching the
battle - they had promised their loyalty but the temptation to descend and cut off the harassed
force must have been very great. Instead, they sent deputations to the Bori tribesmen warning them
not to come any further and they actually brought water to the thirsty soldiers.

Moving out on to the plain on an easy level road, the force reached camp at 11 p.m., having been
under arms for eighteen hours at a cost of 8 killed and 29 wounded from the force of 1,700. The Boris
had rather smaller losses.

This operation poses some rather interesting questions which have to be solved by commanders of
both the Expedition and the Bori tribesmen. First, a selection of the Expedition's route - histori
cally this should be the narrow defile which caused trouble at the far end when it took time to con
centrate sufficient troops to move lurtner forward. A careful Time and March table must be kept
during this wargame, ensuring that the area covered by each battalion, company or battery is known so
that their route through the Pass (a diagram rather than on the wargames table) is so handicapped that
it takes a number of game-moves (as always representing Time on the wargames table) for the force to
assemble and complete their operation. Of course, the Bori tribesmen are not aware that the force
are coming through the narrow defile and it may well be that they have divided to watch all three
routes to their villages, with less than a third watching what is seemingly the least likely route.
A Time/March chart will enable tribesmen from the other Passes to arrive on the scene at specified
rates of movement.

The Height captured by Hodson and his Guides must be so constructed on the wargames table as to
present a definite tactical objective, the success of the operation depending upon its preliminary
capture. The return may be made through one of the wider and more easily traversable Passes - indeed
it would be extremely foolish not to do so as the bottleneck occurring in the narrow Pass, with
wounded being carried in litters, etc., has blood-curdling potentialities.

Now we come to the Afridi tribesmen assembled on the hills at Taruni like a bunch of Manchester
United supporters waiting for the kick-off. Obviously, in real-life it would not have taken much to
have stirred them into bellicose action against the retreating column and such a situation must be
written into the wargame's narrative. For example, a party of these tribesmen might well move to
wards the retreating coJ.umn.in order to obtain a better view, but their forward movement is mistaken
by the colinnn as a threat, fire is opened upon them and everyone joins in. Or, a fatigued and highly
strung flank section, emerging from the Pass and seeing the white cloud of figures sitting ominously
like waiting buzzards, could be forgiven for thinking them more enemy and opening fire - again, the
ball begins. Or, just for the hell of it and being what they are, the Afridis might decide anyway
to take a hand and begin to engage the column. An even wilder assumption could be that the Afridis,
deadly enemies of the Bori tribesmen and seeing their opportunity for doing them harm, might well
enter the battle on the side of the British!

All these factors should be written into a set of Chance Cards, with reasonable percentage
chances of occurring. Thus, the four or so alternatives mentioned above might be written on that
number of separate cards and made into a pack along with say four times as many blank cards, giving
a four-to-one chance of something happening. The odds can be raised or lowered to choice.

The history of Victorian Colonial Campaigns abounds with real-life incidents that simply cry out
to be reproduced on the wargames table - not only because of their colour and interest but also, in
a more practical sense, simply because the numbers engaged are small and lend themselves ideally to a
reasonable scaling-down on our table-top battlefields. In fact, some of them can be fought out on a
man-for-man basis.

While Chelmsford was advancing towards Ulandi in far off Natal in April 1879, on the North-West
Frontier of India the usual fiercely fought skirmishes were taking place. One such operation against
the Mohmands in April 1879, Captain Creagh earned the Victoria Cross. Not only is there an excellent
narrative to this action but it can fall into the category of one figure on the wargames table re
presenting a man in real-life. Here is the stirring story;-

In April 1879 a small detachment of 130 native troops under Captain Creagh was besieged in the
village graveyard of Kam Dakka by tribesmen who were encouraged by the fact that the force had no
artillery. From early morning until mid-afternoon several assaults were only repelled by bayonet
charges and towards the end of the day, with ammunition running low, the enemy was within 60 to 100
yards.



In the late afternoon three companies of British Infantry, two guns of a mountain ̂ attery and 15
two companies of Gurkhas, together with a troop of Bengal Lancers arrived from ^00
without heavy loss was impossible until the enemy could he dislodged from strong ^2^0
vards of the graveyard. The Bengal Lancers managed to advance under cover to a point Within 200
yards of the enemy; then they charged and dispersed the natives down a steep hank into the river.
^hfLsLged left'^the graveyLd, cirrying their dead and wounded and, as soon
into the enclosure, the mountain-guns shelled it with common-shell and percussibn fuses.
drawal was led by cavalry and infantry with baggage and wounded following; then came the mountain
guns with detachments of infantry and cavalry in the rear. Throughout, the enemy pressed the rear
guard closely and kept up a heavy fire upon the column. Next morning hard-pressed column was met
by a force that marched out from Dakka and the tribesmen were dispersed, having lost about 200 killed
and wounded. The British casualties were 6 killed and 18 wounded.

A Time Chart will enable the reinforcements to arrive appropriately, if desired they can be de
layed, or hurried, by suitable set of Chance Cards.

Seemingly 1879 was a year of great military activity for Great Britain - in addition to fhe war
in Natal and actions on the North-West Frontier, a major war was taking place
General Fred Roberts V.C. carried out some of his most auspicious operations. On a much smaller
scale was an operation involving a column led by Major-General Tytler who . Xs i id IT
led a brigade in General Sir Samuel Browne's force who captured the massive fort of All Musjid in
the Khyber Pass. The story goes as follows:-

Expedition against the Zaimukhts, 1879: This tribe of Pathans began to give trouble during the
war in Afghanistan and on 8 December 1879, Major-General Tytler V.C. moved out with the 2nd/8th
Regiment, the 85th Foot, and the Royal Artillery together with native cavalry and infantry. Marching
on the stronghold of Zawo, the force advanced by a ravine and, greatly helped by the screw-guns, the
right column got on to high ground and hotly engaged the enemy, while the main body of men pushed on
up the rough bed of the narrow defile until it arrived at a village about 32 miles from its object
ive. The two guns of the mountain battery worked round to the left of the ravine and opened fire
at 700 yards range, while the 29th and 85th, in two columns attacked the village and captured it.

Attacking again at 7.30 am, they dispersed the tribesmen from new positions and then, pushing
on up the defile, fought off attacks from both sides with the guns covering the infantry who advanced
under heavy fire and showers of boulders from the heights. Zawo was captured and burned, together
with two other villages and fortified towers. The British force lost 2 men killed and 2 wounded,
while 40 tribesmen were killed and 100 wounded.

The prime aspect which makes real-life war seem like a pastime to some men, and certainly turns
wargaming into just that for many of the rest of us - is the manner in which both opposing sides do
their own thing, manoeuvering often without-any knowledge of the others movements or intention. In
that context, it is essential that in both the operations described in this article (and particularly
the second one) that if anybody knows what went on it has got to be the British, but certainly e
natives should not be aware of their strength, movements, aims and objectives. Therefore it is
suggested that the host/wargamer should read these narratives and then plan his battle accordingly,
telling the enemy commander only enough to make him aware that some trouble is brewing.

As our brothers iu the board-wargaming world have long since discovered, there is no factor more
important than an adequate narrative to give colour, realism and interest to a wargame - be it on a
board or with miniature figures.
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(KING STANDARD HERALDS)

INPANTRY

mCL. SPEARJON
Bl!2. CROSS BOW MAN
BM3, SWORDS man
BM4, HALBERDIER

CAVALRY

BfCl, KNIGHT OT TH LANCE
BI.K2. " " axe
BMC3. " " SWORD
BMC4, " " mace
BMC5. COMMAND PACK

(king standard HERALD)

laiDIEVAL PLE!.aSH

INFANTRY

KO.. SIEARJ.1AN
Pf.'T2. CROSS BO.',' MAN
P!.':3. SWORDSlvUN
PM4. HALBERDIER

CAVALRY

PI,IC1. KNI®T 'WITH LANCE
PIiIC2. " AXE
Pt.?C3. " " SWORD
P(,1C4. " " MACE
P:,iC5. COmiAND PACK

(KING STANDARD HERALD)



ENGLISH CIVIL WAH

Am OF KING '

INFANTRY

AKL. PIKHvIAN AT ATIENTION

.yC2. " AT PRESENT

AK3. " AT THRUST

AK4. JtUSKETEER FIRING -
AK5. " ADVANCING
ak6. coti-'anl pack

(OFFICER STANDARD DRUISfflRS)
CAVALRY

AKCl. TROCPFR V/ITtI SV/OHDS

AKC2. CaSAATO

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

AItt!Y OF PARLIAMENT

INFANTRY

API. PIKEMAN AIP ATTENTION
AP2» " Aff PRESENT
APJ, " ■ A® THRUST
AP4. MUSKETEER FIRING
AP5. " ADVANCING
AP6. COf-MAND PACK

CCfflFICER STANDARD DRUMMER)
CAVALRY

APCl. IRONSIDE TROOPER WITH SWORDS
COm.TAND

OFFICER

STANDARDS

TRUI.IPETER

TROOPER

15 m/j NjiPOIEOITICS

F.NTN3;UAR.

.  CEUiRK COY ADV..NCI'IG

FJSILI-'R BAT^GREN ADV.
.  G'PE:rADJ.:,R ADVANCING

CCJ''AiiND

RIGiiLA;<D CEIRffiE COY.

"ichLaUD t,io::t coy.

"  CG'"AND

RI?LS?U;: ADVANCT'IU

' CilRRAiC

.ARTII.LEiiY, cm.

BNC 1. LI GUT DT'AGOOH.

BNC 2. do. CC-TDi'TD

BUG 3. fUIlVY gexMAxE.D'^ACOON.
BNC4. ' do. C
B?fC5. LIPS GIURD.

BNC6. do COUGV).

5.5 "■ov/irw;?.
6 PDR.
9 PDR.

TflTHTEtrTBURG.

INFANTRY.

FUSILIER ADVi'uCIifG
LEI3 COY "
CCM AIO PACK
JAGEH

"  CCI.v.-AfJD
ARTILLERY CRS?/.

CAVALRY.

LlilE CHASSEUR
do COM'AND

LI [IE DRAGOON
do. CO. "AND

LINE CHEVAIIX LEffiRS
COB^D.

ARTILLERY.

WAlJ 4" HOWITZER
WA2. 4 PDR.
WA3. 8 "
V/A4. 12 "

FRENCH PE^'TINSULAR.

FNl. PU3TLISR ADVANCING (BICCRffS)
.i5T2. GRSNADISli BEARSKIN
FN3. VOLTIGUEii .(BICGRtG)
FN4. CO'" jiND
PN5. OLD guard GRENADIER
FN6. OLD GUARD CO" aND.
FN7. OLD GUARD CUaSSEJIR
Ffrs. OLD GUARD CON-Afffi

CAVALRI.

FNCl. '-^OR'S', C.:.i3SE'irt.
Pfrc2. •fCRS'^ c u.sss'u; cc-uAio.
F?fG3. CTn:a-T-TEii
P'TC4. ClTIRiS3-rUA CO" ANo
FNC5. DRAGOON.
ERTC6. " CO'-.ii>TD.
PT'C?. Ixii;.:CSR
PNCe. UNCBR Cv»-A»H).

A RmiSRY.

FAl. 4" HOvvTTZER.
FA2. 4 PDR.
PA3. 8 PDR
PA4. 12 PDR.

DET^BflARK.

INFANTRY

D.l. FUSILIER A DVAiNOING
32, GRENADIER "
D3. LIGHT COY "
D4. COM AND "
D5 • ■ JAGERS
D6.- " go; ̂ 'AND.

CAVALRY.

DCl, LIGHT DRAGOON
DC2. do. CCJT'AND
DC3. HEAF/ DRAGOON
DC4 do. - COICARD
DC 5 HUSSAR
DC6. " COMLAND.

BAVARIA.

INFANTRY.

BVl. FUSILIER.
BV2. GRENADIER
BV3. LIGSiT INFANTRY
BV4. ■ do. CCimND
BV5. ARTILTERY CREW.

CAVALRY.

BVCl. CEEVAUX LSGER
BVC2. ■ do. CO'C.iAND
BVC3. DRACOON
BVCA. ■ ■ do CO'CiAMD
3VC5. CilASSEUR
BVC6 " COTUAANT).

ARTILLERY.

BVAl. 4" HO.VITZER
BVA2. 4 PDR.
3VA3. 6 "
BVA4. 12 "

BADEN.
INFAiLTRY
BADl. FUSILIER ADFANGT.fG
RAD2. GRENADIER ADVANCING
BAD3. CO'LAND
BAD4. ARTILLERY CRCW.

CAVALRY.
BADCl. DRAGOON
BADC2. " COIL AND
BADC3. HUSSAR
BADC4. " CCP'-VID

POLAND

INFANTRY

Ffa. FUSILIER (CHAPSKA) ADV.
PN2. VGLTIGUER DO.
rN3. GRENADIER. (b/SKIN) ADV.
PN4. CaU'Ai'ID PACK
PN5. AnTrLI,ERY CREW.

PNCl. HUSSAR
PNC2. COT.']'AND

PNC5. LANCER
PNC4. " COM'AJn).



THE SAXON AHMY

D.Lanchester

This is a somewhat amateur attempt to fulfil the dual request of yourself and Mr.I.P.Elliott of
the Ilford Wargames Group for an article on the Saxon Army cl066. Before I begin on the broad out
line of their organisation and tactics I make no claim to be 100^ accurate.

The Saxon army at this time was divided into three distinct catagories -

1. The General Fyrd;

These were no more than rustic peasants raised for a 60 day period on a regional level. They
wore no armour, except for various bits and pieces they may have come across, some may have worn a
leather jerkin or byrnie, but normally their everyday clothes (rags?). The arms would consist of
bow, sling, javelin, spear, wooden clubs and a variety of improvised weapons, also in some cases a
rude wooden shield of various shapes.

2. The Select Fyrd;

Next up the scale, were these Freeman, who as landowners gave as their due to the crown, a
period of 60 days military service but were liable to be called more than once a year. These were by
comparison with the General Fyrd well equipped with a leather byrnie usually with some metal protec
tion, a helmet and shield, round and kite shaped, the main weapon was a short spear, bolstered by
javelins, axes and swords.

3. The Huscarls;

These were the elite of the Saxon host, these Anglo-Danes were a highly trained, disciplined
professional unit, some 3,000 plus in number paid on a permanent basis as royal household troops whose
unquestionable loyalty was proven, if it needed to be when what was left of them after Stamford Bridge
died virtually to a man around the body of their King on that fateful lAth October.

The typical outfit consisted of a mail hauberk and helmet, they carried a kite shield and used
spear and javelin, their most notable arm however was the great Danish axe that was wielded with
devastating effect.

I have noticed that under the well debated Wargames Research Group army lists the Saxon Huscarl
is classed as an irregular 'B'.for the various reasons I have noted when using the lists and with
ones opponents consent I increase their value to Regular 'A' with two weapon factors.

The usual fighting formation was the shield wall, a phalanx several ranks deep, the Huscarls
being the nucleus of the army were stationed front, centre witn the Select Fyrd on the wings and the
General Fyrd to the rear.

The use of the bow was minimal by all accounts. They may have used skirmishers in distinct units
but it seems that bows and slings were fired and javelins thrown over the heads of the front ranks
of close order infantry.

The Saxons as a rule always fought on foot, the Select Fyrd and Huscarls used their horses for
transport to the field of battle and to pursue a broken enemy.

My Canadian friend, that arch-enthusiast Jack Mansfield (who, with his wife Linda) puts out
SIGNAL (a monthly or bi-monthly Newsletter containing EVERYTHING about boardgames) is a real fan of
this magazine. In his latest issue he writes;- "The oldest and the best miniatures zine out today.
However it does not seem to have caught on as well as expected. He has some of the best written,
most interesting articles that I have seen, yet this English zine has yet to realise its potential,
in North America that is. Main problem seems to be distribution and that may be the conservative
nature of the publisher. Why doesn't Don come over to this side of the big pond? Why don t they
have a table at Origins?? Why don't you read it?? the hassle with the UK-NA P.0„?? WIMT??? The zine
is fine, heavily miniature oriented and well written ... but no one seems to read it in North America.
(Ain't the world confusing?!)l-L)"

Trouble is, putting it here is preaching to the converted - please spread the news!

ARMAGEDDON! A week-end of wargaming and military modelling. On 20th-21st October at the Top
Rank Suite, Reading, the Newbury and Reading Wargames Society are presenting a week-end of warpming
and Military modelling. This will include open wargame competition in five periods - Ancient (WRG
5th Edition rules); Renaissance (Constantinople to Vienna - Newbury Rules); Napoleonic (Newbury 3rd
Edition rules); ACW (Newbury rules) and World War Two (micro) (Cambrai to Sinai - Newbury rules).
There will be a £10 cash prize and trophy to each period winner. Entries are limited on a first come
first served basis - so hurry up and get your entry in now. Entry fee 75p per player which includes
entry to the convention. Entries to Malcolm Heavens, 9 Westfield Way, Wantage, Oxon. There will
also be demonstration and"participation games, painting competitions, etc., etc.



MUST LIST
since mentioning some months ago with

eager anticipation and the greatest inter
est, that an advertiser of this magazine
PRINCE AUGUST MODELS LIMITED were manufact

uring professional moulds to make 25niin
Napoleonic infantry and cavalry, I have sat
hack and waited results and comments. The

devastating silence that has resulted has
quite certainly confounded me! I expected
outbursts of delight from those wargamers
who are only too eager to write or other
wise complain to me of the exorbitant prices
charged by todays commercial makers for
their 25mm figures to rush into print
announcing how they had bought a set of
these moulds and were now fighting with
armies costing a mere fraction of commer
cially made figures. Similarly, I had
expected at least a mild rebuttal from at
least one of the model soldier manufacturers,
stressing the difference in quality in their
figures and those made by these moulds, the
fringe expenses and the inherent dangers of
inflicting permanent scares with molten
metal on various tender parts of the body.
But nothing!

So, I have decided that it is in the
best interests of the wargaming world to try
and stimulate a little interest and enthus

iasm - and in this connection I would be

interested to hear from PRINCE AUGUST MOULDS

LIMITED as to how their sales have been. I

have cast some figures from the two moulds
they sent me and find them incredibly simple to
Briefly this is the situation.

25 mm RANGE. 'WATERLOO'NAPOLEONIC. INFANTRY March 1979

501 FRANCE:
grenadier of imp.

guard 1815

502 FRANCE:
grenadier; line
infantry 1815

503 GREAT
BRITAIN:

private 1st foot

guards 1815

504 GREAT
BRITAIN:

private 42nd
Highlanders 1815

505 PRUSSIA:
grenadier of

guards infantry
1815

506PRUSSIA: 507 FRANCE: 508 FRANCE: 509 GREAT
Chasseur of Trooper, horse Trooper cuiras- BRITAIN:
guards, 1815 chasseurs of the siers of the guard. Trooper life

guard. 1815 1815 guards. 1815
S

Siers of the guard. Trooper, life

510GREAT 514FRANCE:
BRITAIN: Trooper Chevau-
T

uitable hors
No. 511

rooper 15th Legers lancer
1815 guards. 1815 hussars. 1815 1815

Suitable horse Suitable horse Suitable horse Suitable hors

515 GREAT
BRITAIN:

Trooper, royal
Scots greys.

1815

Suitable horse
No. 513.

use and extremely satisfactory in their end result.

Since 1958, PRINCE AUGUST has produced moulds am accessories for home casting, their products
being sold mainly on the continent where the figures have been semi-flat to suit the European market.
However, for the British wargamer they have now designed what they believe to be a completely new
and revolutionary concept both in home casting and in wargaming; their aim being an extensive range
of 25mm fully round figure moulds designed to satisfy the most discerning table-top general. Apart
from the fact that casting your own figures is much more rewarding than buying them ready-made, the
cost is considerably lower top,and much larger numbers of figures may be obtained for a smaller out
lay. The cost of a mould is £I.75p and the metal ingots are 75p each. Thus, if you wish to cast 175
figures of a certain type, the cost of each figure will only be about 7ip. You can lower this cost
even further if you use a slightly lower-grade alloy, although surface detail will not be so sharp.
As can be seen from the attached illustration, the range is sufficiently extensive to be able to cast
some pretty reasonable Napoleonic armies and relatively minor adaptations and conversions can extend
the range considerably. 1 am told that PRINCE AUGUST have many interesting figures in the pipe-line
for future release including Napoleonic artillery and figures from other periods. The question is,
are you blokes giving them sufficient support to make all this worthwhile? Because if you are not
then here is an opportunity being thrown away which, in earlier stages of our hobby, would have been
more of a talking point than the recent budget! If you want to be on their mailing list and receive
news of new releases the moment they are ready, write to their U.K. Agent Supercast, Blanket Row,
Hull HUl ISQ. They would also like to hear any suggestions for future ranges and periods.

The price of their products are - starters kit with one mould £2.95p; wargaming moulds £1.75p;
metal ingots 75p.

1 suppose it is tempting to say "from the sublime to the ridiculous" or, perhaps more to the
point, "from the ridiculous to the sublime". But that does not really apply because what can be
turned out with only a little practice from these moulds is a very presentable figure that, painted
up with a little care, wouldeseem to be relatj,Vely indistinguishable from many professionally made
figures. On the other hand, the perfectionist or the man who really knows (or believes he knows)
the difference between one figure and another., their anatomical qualities, their style of design,
etc., etc., might well differ. In this context it always interests me when Peter Manning, who
designs figures for Miniature Figurines, comes to my house on a Wednesday evening for a wargame and
gives his professional opinion on sample figures of other makers which are usually lying around
before or after review in this magazine. Now and then, 1 can recall him praising someone else's
figures - but not very often! Anyway, coming back to the sublime, we now deal with certainly one
of, if not the greatest, professional model soldier manufacturer in the world - HINCHLIFFE MODELS
LIMITED have at their disposal some quite incomparable designers - and from the wargames point of
view there are few who can better Peter Gilder. 1 believe it is he who is responsible for their
latest range of 25mm Ancient Carthaginians, samples of which 1 have before me as 1 dictate this. The
full range is as follows - Libyan spearman; Moorish javelinman; Spanish scutril; Spanish caetrati;
Citizen spearman; Infantry officer; Infantry steindard bearer; Gallic infantry; Noble heavy cavalry;



Libyan Phoenician heavy cavalry and Spanish medium cavalry. There has always been something rather
compelling about the Carthaginians, their famous leaders such as Hannibal, Hasdrubal and others and
their colourful and widely diverse army of mercenaries from all the then known corners of the world,
make for a quite unusual type of army. Their immortal battles with the Romans are well documented
and worthy of table-top simulation; capable rules exist for handling them and little remains but for
the wargamer to take up this period. I can well remember some score of years ago fighting a Punic
War with Tony Bath which, in my mind, has a prominent place in my personal annals of wargaming. All
of these figures are well detailed and in good action poses, particularly the Moorish javelinman and
the Spanish caetrati and the Gallic infantryman, with cloak flying out behind him. There is a solid
attractiveness about the infantry officer and standard bearer and know that there is little doubt
that, when painted and massed in units, they will present a very attractive appearance. The cavalry
men are well done and their poses are most attractive. It looks as though HINCHLIFFE MODELS have
another winner here! I am not fully knowledgeable about the availability of Ancient Carthaginians in
this and other commercial ranges but I am sure that enough exist to give the wargamer a fine choice
for a most interesting and colourful army.

Also from the HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED stable come four of the latest Julian Benassi 75mm
figures which, as will be seen from these illustrations are the usual fine, impressive and distinctive
figures that we have come to expect from this talented designer.fbe in their latest release list that HINCHLIFFE have put out three more figures in

Lonal range they aptly call "Foremost". They are of a trotting Light horse; a charg-
)ragoon and a Lancer firing pistol alongside a dead horse. I have not seen these
it imagine they will be well up to the excellent standard of this range.

iving recently noticed that this year's Aldershot Tattoo are featuring the Charge of
5ht Brigade (l didn't know there were enough horses in the British Army to put on
1 a miniature simulation of this!) it is interesting to note that a recent HINCHLIFFE

release is an 80mm model of 17th Lancer of
Balaclava fame.

hierachy at MINIATURE FIGURINES

B  that they have done little or no advertis-
ing for the past three months simply because

i  ̂ they are so inundated with orders that, not-
withstanding their extensive batteries of

gWRgSl casting and moulding machines, they are com-
'  \ pletely snowed under and all their time is
;  \ taken up with attempting to promptly fill
r WfWfW m these orders. Hov^ever, 1 am sure that there

much going on in the pipe-line and soon,

(n'3 doubt in time for Christmas) there will
burst upon us some new goodies of the most
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and now have a new Napoleonic range at l^'ip each, including British line infantry in various positions,
with officers, ensigns, drummers, etc; British fusiliers privates, ensigns, drummers, officers, etc;
Highland officers, drummers, privates and ensigns and British light infantry in a variety of positions
and coming soon riflemen, more Line infantry, mounted colonels and the French.

FREI KORPS 15 are now putting out a 15mm range of figures which they leibel "SUBUDAI IN EUROPE 1241
- Krakow and Leibnitz". Seemingly the range includes Russians 900-1100 AD; Baits up to 1300 AD; Poles
1000-1300 AD; Hungarians 1100-1300 AD; Mongols 1200-1300 AD and Teutonic knights 1200-1300 AD. This
is an extremely colourful and attractive period, in a scale which (as can be seen from our correspon
dence pages this month) I am told is no longer that of the future but has arrived.

Sometimes supporting this magazine with advertising, MIKES MODELS of Brighton are not unnaturally
proud of their products which they advocate on the following grounds - "When we decided to produce
15mm Ancient wargames figures they had to be better than those already on the market. So what was
needed? 1. A complete range of figures for the armies produced (so we produce Jewish archers, Berber
slings, etc.). 2. Better finish of figures to relieve the hours of 'tidying up' (our figures are
designed with this in mind, hence the separate horses and riders). 3. Better detail to show what to
paint and where. (We research our figures and spend a lot of time making them.) 4. Figures that
have character. (Our Vikings look a hairy lot and the Samurai very dangerous.) 5. A good choice of
armies. (We have 24 to date with more on the way.)" It sounds pretty convincing doesn't it?

JACOBITE MINIATURES who also support this magazine with some advertising have some new releases
in their 15mm Napoleonic range. They are Bavarian cavalry and infantry; French Line fusiliers,
grenadiers, infantry, foot artillery; Old Guard grenadiers, chasseurs; Middle Guard fusiliers, and
Young Guard voltigeur. There are some interesting Prussian cavalry - dragoons, cuirassier, hussars
and Uhlan, and some British wearing Belgic shako.

Naval wargamers are well advised to keep an eye on the activities of NAVWAR who advertise in
this and other magazines. They are always putting out new items and their offerings are usually of
a most desired type - almost as if they have a crystal ball netted-in to Naval wargamers! Their
latest offer includes some new Fleetline American Civil Warships, and their own Ironclad and A.C.W.
rules. Ap I found out years ago with Tony Bath (that bloke keeps cropping up when one talks of war-
gaming) the Naval aspects of the American Civil War are a fascinating study and some really interest
ing and unusual battles can result at a very low cost - certainly much cheaper than wargaming with
model soldiers!
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If you are a wargamer in the World War Two period then some of the NITTO 1:76 scale diorama kits
sound extremely interesting. Including all the usual German, American and British tanks, there are,
also many interesting accessories of lesser known vehicles, guns and even terrain pieces. These full
diorama sets can he placed together to produce complete battlefield displays besides being used for
wargames purposes.

Some years ago when 1 seemed to have more time, 1 was interested in acquiring the famous West
German ROSKOPF model tanks and vehicles, in ranges suitable for World War Two and post-war. Smaller
in scale (HO) than Airfix and many other models of this type and period, they are brilliantly made
and, for those who lack time, come already assembled so that there is no sticking or mucking-about to
be done. The range is seemingly limitless and they are readily available. If you have difficulty in
finding them in your local model shop then they are available in this country from Continental Model
Supply Company, 36 Gray Gardens, Rainham, Essex.

SOUTHERN HOBBIES LIMITED of 2/3 Hove Place, Hove, Sussex BN3 2RG, now stock several famous German
Preiser military figures and accessories in 1:90 scale (HO/OO) plus 1:72 scale airport accessories.
The World War Two Luftwaffe pilots set includes six small aircrew types in a variety of positions and
they are already painted. Also obtainable are boxes of six figures of West German infantry, hand-
painted and in good attitudes. There are some very interesting items in this Preiser range, includ
ing those ostensively made for model-railways but which are very suitable for wargamers - if you want
any farm animals for example to use for Medieval cattle raids or something like that then have a look
at this range.

LEVIATHAN MODELS, 4 Peachfield Road, Malvern, Worcs, WR14 4AR, offer a Roman' Republic range in
packs of five figures at 78p; 2 horses and 2 riders at the same price or a figure at 22p. Latter in
cludes Centurians, standard bearers and musicians, while there are all the usual types of Roman in
the other packs.

ADVANCE GUARD MINIATURES LIMITED who advertise in this magazine, have some new releases in 15mm
scale. They are English Civil War pikemen and musketeers, etc., with cavalry of both Army of the King
and of Parliament; Roman 1st century infantry and cavalry; Greek infantry and cavalry, and Medieval
English infantry and cavalry with Scottish foot and horse soldiers for the same period.

PETER LAING still soldiers on, if one can coin a phrase, in his pleasant neck of the woods in
Hereford. 1 notice^iitest advert includes a very extensive range of Marlburian 15mm figures - one
thing is certain, if you buy from Peter Laing then you have an amazing range at your disposal and
there are very few items in any style, type or period that you will require that cannot be supplied
by him.

Those wargamers who battle on a large scale with 1:300 size figures and accessories will be de-r-
lighted to know tnat TRAFALGAR MODELS of 122 Lazy Hill Road, Aldridge, Walsall, can now offer some
AFVs and accessories in that scale. Their latest range includes a 50ft section and pontoon for a
Bailey Bridge; a Bergpanther; 150mm SIG PzKw 111; Sturmtiger, and a Panzer 1VL70.

WAR AND PIECES, Oakenrod Hall, Rochdale, Lanes, offer 1:72nd scale metal figures of the German
Waffen SS in different positions, plus Panzer riders and crews, British and American airborne, etc.,
at 13p each.

Experienced Naval wargamer Andy Callan has produceS^SAVWAR PRODUCTIONS LIMITED a set of l6th
Century Mediterranean Galley Wargame rules. They can be obtained from NAVWAR at the address given
in their advertisement in this issue. The model ships necessary for this game ca&fW obtained from
NAVWAR who turn out a range of 1:1200 scale cast metal ships in their "Renaissance" range. Although
1 have not actually play-tested these rules 1 have read through them carefully and find nothing
particularly difficult or complicated about them so that 1 imagine they will, as their compiler
claims, give a game "...designed to be fast moving, fun, and cheap to set reasonable repres
entation of small scale tactical galley warfare of the time of Barbarossa and Andrea Dorea. Also
included in the rules are some useful tactical notes and a descriptive section on loth century
Mediterranean oared fighting ships.

CLUB MAGAZINES

Recently received have been three magazines, all notable for the obviously immense' enthusiasm of
£m bodies for whom the magazines are produced. The Tunbridge Wells Wargames
friends and their activities never cease to amaze. The July issue of their Newsletter RANK AND
FILE" indicates that in April this year they had 45 at their meeting and the games included a
board game; two Medieval games; the usual Napoleonic and World War Two games plus an American War
of independence and a RenLssaAce game. At the May meeting there were 46 members and twelve games
were played!; the June meeting had 35 members present when ten games were played. On each occasion
there were competitions for the best unit, figure and vehicle. The magazine reviews board games,
gives a battle report on the Seven Years War wargame; a review of the recent Bournemouth and Poole
Lrgames Convention and a Rules Survey (which will be given on another occasion in this magazine -
as it has interest to other wargamers). MILITARY MUDDLING No.13 is the Newsletter of the Chestnut
Lodge Wargames Group, whose members have on occasions compiled useful and informative joint articles
tor'thif 'ihelr June 1979 Issue elves a report on their Mlul-C.paien they ore
has articles on Allied Ground Attack Forces 1944 plus details of future meetings. "
to see how their enthusiasm is reflected in the fact that they have four wargames meetings a month.

THE RHINE CONFEDERATION WARGAMING CLUB'S June Newsletter gives details of their next meeting
and deals with Club business, but mainly consists of a l^'^ethy article on the necessary req™
to hold a satisfactory wargames convention. This group consists mainly of U.S. oonslder
and it is interesting to note that they run their Club on a much more formal basis and with consider
ably more protocol than comparable bodies in this country. It takes all sorts to make a world and
everyone runs things the way it suits them - and that*s how it should he.



LETTERS
"I have discovered, come across, a hook called "The Russian Front" edited hy James F.Dunnigan,

published hy the Arms and Armour Press, 1978. It is very interesting as it contains chapters on the
organisaction of hoth German and Russian ground forces, and on their tactics, weapons, orders of
hattle, and the air and sea war during their struggle. It also has useful maps, and photographs, many
of which are not the usual medley that keeps illustrating hooks of that sector of the war. The
chapters on the organisation of the armies contain highly detailed tables and charts. I think any
wargamer interested in the Eastern Front in World War Two would find this hook fascinating and of
great practical value. I don't know if this information about the hook about the Russian Front in
World War Two is of any use to readers of the Newsletter, hut I have lately come across a fair number
of good hooks on the subject, ably assisted hy Yarm Library which is very good at chasing up obscure,
or otherwise, titles. At the moment I am in the middle of Vol.2 (Scorched Earth) of Paul Carell's
epic 3 volume history of Hitler's War with Russia.

Another book the library recently found for me was a copy of your book Wargaraes. They already
have a copy but some vandal has ripped out half the illustrations and, reasonably enough, I wanted a
complete copy. I do not know if you agree, but judging from some wargaming rules in use, one useful
asset would be an honours degree in maths. That's exaggerating, and my maths is useless, but at least
I get a game, well, most of them, with maximum momentum and minimum maths. I am not a perfectionist
but I like a fair degree of realism, as near as I can get, and for me anyway the fighting comes first
and the rules second."

Peter Fairclough of Stockton-on-Tees.

ooOoo—

"Had a great time in Portugal - the Lines of Torres Vedras were more than I expected!'

G.F.Hutton of Paignton, Devon.

ooOoo

"I have pleasure in enclosing my article entitled "The Compleat Wargamer" for your consideration
(elsewhere in this issue). It is really a swipe at all the niggling gamesmanship encountered at Club
level, and as such it should, I feel, interest your readers. At any rate, I think some people may
recognise themselves!"

Ray Lucas of London N.8.

ooOoo—

"I noticed the plea for something about Dark Ages. I have not played any D.A. games for a
while but there is a very good book on the subject which I do not think has been reviewed in the
Newsletter. It is certainly not a new book. I got it for my younger son Tim a few years ago because
he has Gauls and Irish and Vikings. The title is "Dark Age Warrior" and it is by Ewart Oakshott and
published by Lutterworth Press. The present day price I have no idea.

The author is a historian of course and the author of several books on the Medieval period. The
end papers of the book show The Great Migrations - that moved across Europe into North Africa and
Britain.

The body of the book is split up into eight chapters. The first by way of introduction writes
of Invasion Migration and Settlement. Then in Poet, Historian and Archaeologist Oakshott writes of
the Ancient poems, historical treatises, sagas and so on and the artifacts which have been preserved
for the archaeologist to find. The next chapter deals with helmets, spears and equipment. The next
is "The Sword - The Serpent of Blood". Mr.Oakshott has been collecting swords for many years so this
is dealt with in some detail.

Chapter A deals with "Sax, Axe and Arrow" and includes a little on the Frankish "Francisca" and
some of the Viking names for their axes, "Friend of the Shield" or "Battle Witch" for instance and
names for arrows - "War Sleet" and "Corpse Twigs"! Chapter 5, "The Warrior", deals with how the man
or sometimes the maiden(!) used their weapons and shields - pretty gory stuff this no "clean war"
nonsense about this!

"The Warriors Descendants" is two pages of wonder that Roman military arms should disappear so
completely and Medieval chivalry develop from Dark Age weapon worship. Finally there is a grand
chapter on how to make your own Helmet, shield and sword in various materials. This is intended for
the young person or the old young person, like me!

Well, I hope that is of some use to you Don. I am doing an OTI course and I should really be
writing an essay now instead of this. Still, man does not live by psychology alone! (The OTI course!)
I have hardly had time to put a lick of paint on my Saxons - all Garrison - or my Samurai. I am
"beefing up" the small band of Minifigs with some Dixon Miniatures.

Keep the Newsletter flying, there is no other standard for wargamers to rally to!"

David Barnes of Basingstoke.
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BOOK REVIEWS
BATTLES p BRITAIN lOGG-lTiS By WiHiam

Seymour. {9i" x 6"; 462 pages; numerous contem
porary illustrations; Battle plans and aerial — pt ■ ■

photographs - Sidgwick and Jackson - £5.95p '-V ^ ^\ SoI!^Iir.I2ne».
paperback). i *5^'' S***

I  '' \ OftThis fat hook (made up of two previously I ^' - —r.iv ^
published hardback volumes) should Be in the | oc'T!!"'****'*
possession of every military historian, collector
and wargamer who is interested in Battles that | \ J
have taken place on British soil and wishes to ^ ,» >fg^„n.-i..ii /
follow the fascinating pursuit of "walking ^ \
fields". It contains narrative accounts of the ff<\ \ X
main Battles with an assessment of the commanders a,,
and their strategies, and an analysis of the
historical Background and results of the Battles. / \
It is a complete guide to all the Battlefields ^ '
from Hastings in 1066 up to Culloden 1746, which rj===;;f3li^''
includes road directions under County headings '* " '' \ s/f
and, quite invaluahle, specially commissioned '' *•',»' 'V 7
aerial photographs keyed with the positions of ^ % !' A
the troops during the Battles. Armed with these q ^ ''""v-j.,,
it is possiBle to avoid the frustrations and jj v-f>iw. ^ ' ''n ^
arguments involved in trying to ascertain where
formations were on Battlefields that are now

integral parts of Council house estates for example. The Battle plans and the drawings illustrate
the vital developments in weapons and equipment, and there is an analysis of weapon development
supplemented By illustrated charts. When I think of the many English Battlefields that I have
struggled to understand that now Become crystal clear when I read of them and study the keyed aerial
maps, I wish that I had had this Book fifteen years ago. Anyone attempting to visit British Battle
fields without it is imposing a severe handicap upon his activities; anyone who wishes to read of the
period without straying from an armchair will find themselves fully conversant with all these fascina
ting fields through the fine text and illustrations. By today's standards it is a great Bargain at
the price and the wargamer will find consideraBle inspiration from reading these Battles and will find
it easy to reconstruct them on a tahle-top from details ascertained from the pages of this Book. Also,
the excellent line drawings of soldiers of the various periods, their weapons and equipment, will Be
of the greatest value to those Building armies in these periods. A thoroughly recommended Book which
I greatly enjoyed.

-/a.- ^ W s®tfc^y\ ^ sath
■  -■ W <\ «#"«
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ROMMEL - Battles and Cfenpaigns By Kenneth Macksey.
graphs, ARMS and Armour Press - £7.95p).

(lOi" X 7i"; 224 pages, packed with photo-

This Book was mentioned last month, following personal discussions with the author whilst enter
taining him at my home. Since then I have read it thoroughly from cover-to-cover and indeed, for
various reasons, I have gone through it again. Ken Macksey told me that he was surprised to discover
that much of the material previously written ahout Rommel did in a sense, white-wash him while this
author's character assessment seemingly shows him as he really was - and it is not quite as we thought.
For this reason (and this is confirmed By other outside sources) Ken Macksey did not really enjoy
writing the Book But nevertheless he has done a most thorough joB and presented a Book full of authori-
tive "meat" and illustrated with an exceptionally good collection of photographs and maps. Without
douBt Rommel was a most capaBle soldier But he was not the,Great Captain that we have Been led to
Believe - the author postulates his Belief that after the war the Germans looked for an inspirational
figurehead from the past, who could Be regarded as an antithesis of the Nazi-tainted generals and
Rommel ideally fitted this role. Furthermore, GoeBBels fostered a charismatic aura of the heroic
figure and without his support it seems unlikely that Rommel would have risen to command a regiment;
in fact it was GoeBBels who saved Rommel once in 1942 and twice in 1943 when Hitler's patronage was in
douBt. Admittedly, it did seem on first reading that Ken Macksey had taken all availahle information
aBout Rommel and then purposefully selected that which painted him in the Blackest colours. But a
further reading dispels this view and. Backed By knowledge of the author's personal integrity and high
standards of craftsmanship, I am now convinced that he has painted a true picture. For those reasons
alone this is a fascinating Book, without them it is a definitive history of a most colourful part of
World War Two, an understanding of which goes a long way to tell us why one side won and the other
lost. A good Book which, despite his aversion while writing, I am sure the author has pride in.

D-DAY TO BERLIN - Armour Camouflage and Markings of the United States. British and German Armies.
June 1944 to May 1945 By Terence Wise. (11^" x 9"; 96 pages; over 270 illustrations including 65 in
full colour paintings and 146 selected photographs. Arms and Armour Press - £5.95p).

This is the first volume in a new series devoted to the coloration and markings of the opposing
armoured formations in World War Two and, taken from official sources and files, provides a new and
authoritative guide to the visual appearance of the great variety of armoured fighting vehicles that
participated in the war in France and Germany in the second part of World War Two. Under army head
ings, the Book gives the National identification and aerial recognition marks; Unit codes; Registra
tion numBers; Unit serial numBers; Tactical signs; Arm of service symBols all Backed By a lengthy
chapter on the Principles of Camouflage. Terry Wise is a friend of mine, a man of great industry and
knowledge who works desperately hard at everything he undertakes, and By these means has Become pro-



minent as a military author of some note. Packed with fine photographs and extremely readable
accompanying text, this hook is essential reading for the wargamer attempting to re-fight World War
Two. Even if that is not your scene, then it is still a most interesting hook ahout a period and
type of fighting which, because of its importance in the lives of all of us, should he well known.

BRITISH TANK MARKINGS AND NAMES - The unit markings, individual names and paint colours of British
armoured fighting vehicles, 191^1-19^5 by B.T.White. (11" x 8f"; soft covered; 88 pages packed with
photographs including a colour section of eight pages. Squadron/Signal Publications U.S.A. - ̂ 7.95:
Arms and Armour Press, BvK,

This book immediately got off to a great start by having my Tajik Brigade sign in colour plus a
coloured drawing of one of our Churchill tanks and two photographs of our tanks - C Squadron in Great
Britain and A Squadron in the Gothic Line in Italy. The author^ name is a byword for authoritative
literature on military vehicles and this book lives up to his reputation. Beginning in World War One
with the Royal Naval Service Armoured Car Division, it goes into the Royal Tank Corps & the RTRVof WW2
Two; all the cavalry regiments; the Yeomanry, the Infantry Battalions converted to armour,and Infantry
Regiments of the Line who formed the Royal Armoured Corps units; the Reconnaissance Corps; Armoured
Formation Headquarters; Miscellaneous British Units using AFVs; British Commonwealth Armoured Units,
and Armoured Fighting Vehicle Markings of British and Commonwealth vehicles in World War One, between
the wars and during World War Two. The wargamer and modeller will find it quite invaluable, for the
former there are a whole host of pictured potential dioramas while the text is readable, informative
and interesting. A very good book, particularly to old tank men like myself.

THE SECRET OF STALINGRAD by Walter Kerr. (8^" x 3i"; 27k pages; 8 pages of black-and-white photo
graphs. Macdonald and Jane's - £6.95p).

The author was an American reporter stationed in Moscow during World War Two and he visited
Stalingrad shortly after the battle. He has spent the last ten years piecing together the story that
he relates so vividly in this book. The manner in which the Russians achieved such a momentous
victory over the Germans in Stalingrad has never been quite clear and, despite Mr.Kerr's argument
that the battle was won by a masterful deception which led to a deepening rift between Stalin and his
allies, I must confess to not being entirely clear myself as to the reasons even after reading tteis
book! It is such a large story involving such an immense number of units, commanded by generals with
foreign names, operating over country with similarly unfamiliar labels that I am afraid I became
rather bogged down. However, it is a very forcefully written book and no doubt if your interests are
in the Russo-German War of 19kl-k5 then this book will fascinate you.

THE PHANTOM WAR : The German struggle against. Soviet partisans 19kl-19kk by Matthew Cooper. (9^"
X 6-j"; 217 pages; 32 pages of photographs; 6 maps. Macdonald and Jane's - £7.95p).

Reading books like the last one and this open the eyes to the immensity of the World War Two
struggle in Russia, before which I suppose the rest of the war almost pales into insignificance -
particularly to Russian eyes. This book tells the grim story of the immense and little publicised
struggle that went on behind the German lines where supply lines were constantly cut and large German
security forces occupied, claiming that some two million men, women and children were involved in
this remorseless struggle where brutality and death were held so cheap as to become commonplace. This
book details the story without pulling a punch and illustrates it with chilling pictures. It postu
lates the reasonable theory that the very nature of the brutality and racial dogma of the Nazis caused
this type of warfare to flourish and, had the Germans pacified the occupied territories of Russia and
harnessed discontent of those people with their Russian masters, then they might well have achieved
their aim of conquering Russia so bringing to an end the Soviet Union; Failing to do this brought
about the defeat of the Third Reich. In point of fact, the author concludes that the outcome of the war
in Russia was affected very little by the activities of Soviet guerillas and that the Germans succeed
ed, through a combination of energy and resourcefulness^in securing their lines of communication for
the expenditure of relatively few combat-worthy soldiers. A very grim but interesting book which
could serve as a text-book manual for current and future guerrilla operations in many parts of the
world.

From OSPREY come four more of their excellent MEN-AT-ARMS SERIES - INDIAN INFANTRY REGIMENTS I860-
19Ik by Michael Barthorp; BENGAL CAVALRY REGIMENTS 1857-191k by R.G.Harris; NAPOLEON'S GERMAN ALLIES
- Saxony 1807-1815 by Otto von Pivka and BYZANTINE ARMIES 886-1118 by Ian Heath. All are in the well
known style and format with 8 fine coloured pages of uniforms and equipment. The first two, both by
well known authorities of their subjects, are possibly as colourful as anything one could expect and
I wish they had been available some fifteen years ago when I was building up my Indian wargamlng
armies. The Napoleonic wargamer will find much of interest and stimulus in the third of these books,
as there is considerable value in building up smaller armies in the Napoleonic wars rather than con
centrating on the major combatants. Peculiarly, although I have very little to do with'Ancients' and
wargaming in this period, I found the book on the Byzantine armies to be really fascinating. The
coloured plates are superb and provide a perfect excuse for anyone who wants to set up yet another
colourful wargames army. A fascinating period well covered in the limited space at the author's dis
posal .

I am pleased to hear that Patrick Stephens are putting out ray book SKIRMISH WARGAMING in paperback
at £2.50p. These small-scale skirmishes with q few figures have always seemed to me to be a quite
separate and fascinating part of our hobby and not only did I thoroughly enjoy writing this book but I
also feel that the ten suggested scenarios that range from a Viking raid to street fighting at Cassino,
have enough colour and interest about them to merit reproduction. Certainly here at Southampton we
found them all most interesting. The only trouble is, that there are only seven days in a week and
52 weeks in a year, that we have to work and have certain domestic and family demands made upon us
making it impossible to do all the wargaming we would like - if time was unlimited then Skirmish war-
gaming would enter far more fully into my life!



LOOKING AROUND

AROUEBUSIER - Journal of the Pike and Shot Society - Vol.7: No.3 1979- Contains much of personal
interest to Society members plus some good figure reviews on 1:300 scale Heroics/Ros ECW figures and
Dixon Miniatures 25mm Mongols. Then there is a Battle Report Poles v Turksj Conversion of 15mm figures,
Wargames Army in the Pike and Shot period of the Order of Teutonic Knights of Jerusalem, and wargaming
with the Highland forces of Montrose.

THE COURIER - June-July 1979 (bi-mohthly in January, March, May, July, September and November at
Willow Street, Brockton, MA 02k01, U.S.A. ̂ 10.50 per annum). This is the first of a new issue of

a miniature wargaraing magazine that used to be very popular in America so if it can keep up this style
and format then it will be a great benefit to the hobby but unfortunately we have seen good starts
taper off so frequently. Articles include Advice to Wargamers contemplating Standing Orders by Phil
Barker; Table-top Talk (Notes on the History, Theory and Practice of wargaming); Zulu Firepower;
Campaigning without maps; The Battle of Leipzig Recreated; Sapper's Report; Reviewing Stand; A Western
Gunfight shoot out; Painting wargames armies; Uniforms of the Swedish Army 1757-1762; Bibliography of
the Sudanese Campaigns; Designing wargaming scenarios; Answering questions on wargaming problems; How
to raise Colonial Armies. A note that they intend later to publish extracts of our Robert Louis
Stevenson's wargame — this, in its entirety, ran for many months in earlier issues of Wargamer's
Newsletter and created considerable interest at that time.

CROWN IMPERIAL - June 1979. This is the magazine for the Society for the study of the History,
Traditions and Regalia of the Forces of the Crown, and other Insignia. Membership is £A.00p per annum
and the journal is quarterly. Write Charles Cowie, 5 Warwick Crescent, St.James Park, Harrogate, N.
Yorks. A very nicely produced magazine with more than fringe interest for wargamers. Contains well
illustrated articles on the Sinde Irregular Horse; Dunkirk - A Miracle?; British Cavalry Arm Badges;
The Bismarck operation; The Royal Dublin Fusiliers; The Navy Corvette; a Book Shelf plus many advert
isements and other features of interest. Unfortunately my copy had four pages missing so some of it
was a little disjointed.

MILITARY MODELLING - July 1979. I imagine that this is the fattest volume yetl Packed with
information about everything that we are interested in, including many valuable advertisements plus
well illustrated articles of interest to wargamers on Medieval warfare in the Channel; The French and
Indian War 175^-1763; tKc Royal Marine Army Support Group; a Table-top Teaser - Ambush;' article on
board wargaming; Knights in Armour; Forgotten armoured engagements by Bryan Perrett - a most interest
ing World War One affair; figure painting; Terry Wise's Observation Post plus the usual features re
viewing figures, books, games, etc.

SAVAGE AND SOLDIER - January-March 1979 and April-June 1979. For some reason two issues arrived
at once and, true to form, both had a blank page where the printing had not come out. Nevertheless,
1 will not let this detract from I personally find to be one of the most exciting wargaming magazines
in existence. Largely concerned with the Zulu War in this Centenary year, contains a very informative
illustrative article plus a very good in—depth material on the background of wargaming Colonial war
fare plus reviewing books, figures, etc. In the later issue is a fine illustrative article on Mahdist
Chainmail Cavalry by expert Doug Johnson plus other articles dealing with wargaming Colonial warfare.
A feature of all these issues is the intelligent and highly readable material by Doug Johnson which
make the magazine worthwhile in themselves. Cannot recommend this magazine too strongly and suggest
that you write at once to Lynn Bodin, lk219 NE Ikth Street, Redmond, WA 98052, U.S.A. ^6.00 per
annum in U.S.funds only.

SOLDIER - June 1979. As always, well illustrated and full of lively material on the British
Army of today. This one contains a good article on a British Parachute battalion exercising in
Kentucky; The Irish Guards in Belize; The departure from Malta; review of the latest Military L.Ps;
The 17th/21st Lancers Museum; plus good reviews on the latest military books.

WAR MONTHLY - June 1979. The usual well illustrated articles by well known authorities on their
subject - The Chinese Army assessed; The Blockade of Charleston during the American Civil War; The
Flechette (an "arrow" round which increases the kill capability of the latest infantry small arms);
The Bay of Pigs Invasion — CIA invasion of Cuba by Cuban exiles; an Infantry Battalion at war — the
1st Rifle Brigade in World War Two; and German Commandos raid Granville in 19^5. July 1979 - Keeping
up the standard with excellent illustrated articles on the Battle of Stalingrad; the re—taking of
Guam in the Pacific during World War Two; The heroic New Zealand rearguard action against the crack
German airborne troops at Galatas in Crete; Nimrod - Britain's Air Early Warning aircraft, its devel
opment and its effectiveness in detecting the enemy; Gordon of Khartoum (this will be of great inter
est to Colonial wargaming enthusiasts as its illustrations are contemporary), and Cheshire VC —
pioneer of the low level precision target marking that led to the successes of Bomber Command. As
always both these copies of War Monthly are highly interesting and it is hoped that the magazine will
be supported as it is the only available book of its type in current publication.

AN INTERESTING AND NOSTALGIC MAGAZINE

AFTER THE BATTLE is a glossy 56-page magazine printed on superior art paper, each issue averag
ing over 150 photographs with a centre page colour spread, it is actually prepared on the battlefields
of World War Two and is presented with text, maps and fascinating 'then and now' oomparison photo
graphs. Other features include the war careers of well-known personalities; wreck recovery on land
and sea, the making of war films and articles on preserved military equipment. AFTER THE BATTLE is
published quarterly on the 15th February, May, August and November. Numerous back numbers are avail
able and the list can be obtained from AFTER THE BATTLE, 3 New Plaistow Road, London EI5 3JA. Hard
bound volumes AFTER THE BATTLE are now available - issues 17-20 hardbound With Index as Volume 5.
Also available are Volumes 1 (issues 1-k); Volume 2 (issues 5-8); Volume 3 (issues 9-12); Volume 4
(issues 13-16). Each in size llf" x 8i", 232 pages, each volume averaging over 6OO illustrations.
Price (UK only) £6.75p plus 86p postage and packing.



NOTICE BOARD
WANTED; Painted ACW figures. Any Airflx, Hinton Hunt, Jacklex or other 20mm figures considered.

Please state price required. Bendall, Hillwood, Grange Road, Tiptree, Essex C05 GUN.

ooGoo

BACK NUMBERS WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER - obtainable from the Editor. November 1968; May 1973-Feb;
197^ inclusive 30p each or £2.5Gp the set (including postage).

Obtainable from TRADITION, 5a & 5b Shepherds Street, Mayfair, London WIY 7LD - Nos.l4A-155 (l97A):
165 (1975); 168-177 (1976); 178-180 (1977); 183-189 (1977). 'iOp per copy or 10 copies £3.50p. All
issues 1978 45p eacji.

ooOoo

WANTED; Airfix American Civil War painted figures. Details to A.Garden, 5 Sunnyside Avenue,
Aberdeen AB2 3LY.

ooOoo

THE MAILED FIST WARGAMES GROUP'S annual show will be held at the Festival Theatre, Corporation
Street, Hyde, Cheshire, Nr.Manchester, over the weekend of 8th-9th of September. The first day devoted
to Wargame demonstrations, modelling displays and competitions; on the Sunday inter-club wargame com
petitions will take place. Further information is available from Mr.C.D.Scott, 38 Brabyns Road, Gee
Cross, Hyde, Cheshire SKIA 5EE. Refreshments will be available and Trade stands present.

ooOoo

ANNOUNCING; "THE GAMES DAY AWARDS"

For some years now, the Americans have had their annual wargaming awards; the "Charles Roberts
Awards" and the "Strategist Club Awards". However, there has been no equivalent in Britain. At Games
Day V, to be held in October in London, Games Workshop will be presenting the first of what will be an
annual series of "GAMES DAY AWARDS."

Ballots are already being cast on official voting forms, a sample of which is enclosed. It is
our intention that the "Games Day Awards" represent the views of the whole hobby and magazine editors
will participate in the awards in a similar way to euitors of American magazines, by reprinting a
version of the voting form in their magazine for readers to compete and return to us. Players may
cast their votes for their favourite games, miniatures, magazines, etc., on the official voting form
below. Votes may only be cast on this form. Note that votes are not restricted to British products
onlyl American Products are OK. Please return all postal votes to GAMES WORKSHOP, 1 Bailing Road,
London W6 by 30th September. Only one vote per person, please I

CATEGORY

Best Game (any type)

Best Wargame

Best Fantasy/SF Game

Best Abstract Game

Best Family Game

Best Set Tabletop Rules (any period)

Best Boardgame (any period)

Best Role-Playing Game (any)

Best Range Historical Figures (any
period)

Best Range SF/F Figures

Best Games Magazine

Best Games Publisher

Best Figures Manufacturer

Best Games Inventor

Best Games Personality

Best New Game of 1979

1st Choice 2nd Choice 3rd Choice

Results will be announced and awards presented at GAMES DAY V on 20th October 1979.

ooOoo

NORTHERN MILITAIRE

An unconfirmed report says that this well organised annual event, held each November in Manchester
and run by Hinchliffe Fipres Ltd., has been taken over by M.A.P. (who run the Model Engineers Exhibi
tion each year in London) and will be organised by them this year.



FOR YOUR WARGAMES & DIORAMAS
YOU CANNOT DO BETTER THAN BUY

l^amming Minmtur^A
MEANS, CONSTANT QUALITY, RELiABiLiTYAND^^^^^^/

FOR ANCIENTS, VIKINGS, ROMANS, MEDIEVALS, SAXONS AND NORMANS
INDIANS, ETC. ELEPHANTS, MEDIEVAL ARTILLERY, NAPOLEONIC CANNON/<C^vV^s^ 25mm.iiNuiMivo, c I u. ci-crnMiN i o, ivicuicvmi- MR I iLLcn I, i^MruLCUi^iu Jy ̂  nV ^oiihii.

WWII BRITISH, AMERICAN, GERMAN CIVILIANS /"V X
RECENT ADDITIONS TO MEDIEVALS, GREEKS, ROMAN GENERAL, INP XlY CRAFTED

IN HIGH QUALITY METAL. /
GET YOUR LOCAL SHOP TO JOIN OUR EVER GROWING LIST OF STOC\ XhE CONVENIENCE
OF OUR OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS 'LAMMINGS' ARE AVAILABLE AT TlX V /VING STOCKISTS:

WWII BRITISH, AMERICAN, GERMAN CIVILIANS IN

OF OUR OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS 'LAMMINGS' ARE AVAILABLE AT Th> <rlNG STOCKISTS:

U.S.A. - BALBOA GAMES CO., THE WAR HOUSE, 630 W. WILLOW,\ Xi BEACH, C.A. 90806.
C.S. & D. INC., 731 S. UNIVERSITY BLVD, DENVER, COLOR/^0 80209.
C.H. JOHNSON, 907 WASHINGTON AVE., BELMAR, WALLTOWNSHIP, N.J. 07719.
SOLDIER WORLD, M.R. CAUM, 20 VICTORIA AVE., SHREWSBURY, P.A. 17361.
SHIP SHOP, 114 MAIN ST., ANNAPOLIS, M.D. 21401.
PASTIMES, 34239 CARFIELD CIRCLE, ERASER, M.I. 48026.
ROYAL HOBBY SHOP, 3806 ESTATE ST., ROCKFORD, ILL. 61107.
THREE MUSQUETEERS, 10531 SANTANA ST., LAKESIDE, C.A. 92040.

CANADA - FROST MINIATURES, 1151641st AVENUE, EDMONTON, ALBERTA, T6J 0V1.
KARMA ENTERPRISES LIMITED, VANCOUVER SOLDIER SHOP, 1092 RICHARDS ST.,
VANCOUVER, BC.

BELGIUM - GEDEMCO, DENDERMONDSE, STEENWEG 10, 2700 ST. NIKLAAS.
R.J. MURZIN, ST. JOZEFSWIJK 77, 3570 PEER, (K.L. BROGEL) LIMBURG, BELGIUM.

FRANCE - J.M. HAUTEFORT JEUX DEGUERRE, DIFFUSION, 42 RUE VICTOR HUGO 75116, PARIS.
W.GERMANY - Mrs. S. GODFREY, do. FRAU B.F. MILLER, PASSAGE 3, 6900 HD - EMMERTSGRUND,

W.GERMANY.

If in difficulty send direct to: 254 WINCOLMLEE, HULL. HU20PZ. Tel: 048226896 catalogue 30p — Overseas 50d.

IN ANY LANGUAGE-

CANADA

BELGIUM

FRANCE

HARROW
TELEPHONE:

01-863
9788

THE MODEL SHOP

190-194 STATION ROAD
HARROW, MIDDX.

CALDERCRAFT WORLD WAR M - 1/72 Scale
All Infantry Packs comprise complete sections/groups, with correct
number and balance of weapons, crews, officers, etc.

British Infantry C1.20 per pack

2101 - Infaritry Section 2109 - Anti-Tank Group
(10 figures) (8 figures plus equipment)

2102— Mo^ar Group 2110— Command Headquarters
(8 figures, 2 mortars) (7 figures plus equipment)

2103 — Heavy Machine Gun Group
(7 figures. 3 machine guns) World War II Equipment £1.20 ea.

~  lO S"" l-iflht Field(8 men plus equipment) Howitzer

e^ OA I, 2002 — German 150mm Nebelwerferfi on b — uerman loumm neoeiwarivrGerman Infantry £1

..MM-012

..MM-104

..MM-107

...MM-108

...MM-110

..MM-112

..MM-113

..MM-119
...MM-122

...MM-125

...MM-126

...MM-127

...MM-128

...MM-130...MM-1dU.20perpack ^003 - German 7.5cm Light Infantry ...MM-131
2105 — Infantry Section Gun

(10 figures) 2004 - German 7.5cm PAK 40 L/46
2106 - Panzer Grenadiers 2005 - German 8.8cm PAK 43/31

(10 figures) t/71
2107 - Mortar Group 2006 - British 17pdr Anti-Tank Gi

(8 figures, 2 mortars) 2007 - British 7.2" Howitzer
2108 — Heavy Machine Gun Group 2008 — Russian 7.62cm Field Gun

(7 figures, 3 machine guns)

..MM-132

..MM-137
2005 — German 8.8cm PAK 43/31 , MM-138

t/71 ..MM-148
2006 — British 17pdr Anti-Tank Gun ..MM-153
2007 — British 7.2" Howitzer ..MM-161
2008 — Russian 7.62cm Field Gun . MM-167

.  .MM-173

...MM-174

JRS FIGURES:- IJJIi IS
...MM-180

R. ..MM-186
=W — f4 75 ...MM-190

...MM-194

WARGAMES & COLLECTORS FIGURES:- ]S
...MM-180

NEW JACKLEX BOER WAR. mm 186
OXEN, 4.7 GUN TEAM AND CREW - £4.75.
.t T .-I IM -ic: ...MM-1944.7 GUN — 75p
OX TEAM - £3.75

GUN CREW FIRING - 50p SPECIAL OFFER
GUN CREW MARCHING - 35p 20mm TAMIYA

M13/40

POSTAL SERVICE P&P UK RATES M40/7518
UP TO 70p - 25p, UP TO £3.00 - Chi Ha
60p,UP TO £10.00 - £1.25, UP TO US Tank Destroyer
£15.00 - £1.30, OVER £20.00 Post ̂ ^llat
Free.

1/36th MILITARY FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES AVALON HILL WARGAMES
4 German Infantry Soldiers 0.55
4 U.S. Army Tank Crew 0.55
3 British Infantry Soldiers 0.55 Waterloo £7.95
4 German Afrika Korps Soldiers 0.55 An-,ir> n oc
4 German Army Officers O.K L/.yo
4 German Parachute Troops 0.55 Alexander the Great £7.95

4 Geman Tank's ai Wooden Ships and Iron Men £7.95
4 Russian Infantry Soldiers 0.55 Starship TroOpers £7.95

3!,?y'canl« lit CeasarAlesia £7.95
Barricade Sets 0.55 Ceasars legloH £7.95
Brick Wall Set (Unboxed) 0.49 .i* «« r-r oc
8 German Assault Troops 0.99 Assault OH Crete £7.95
8 German Artillery Troops 0.99 Submarine £7.95
8 British Eighth Army (Desert Rats) 0.99 r*«.++»,ent.....« h r-7 nc
8 German Afrika Korps O.M G®"ysburg II £7.95
7 German Machine Gun Troops 0.99 Russlan Campaign £7.95
U.S. Infantry European Theatre 0.99 c„, I oaHor r7 QR
Smm wehrmacht Mounted Infantry Set 0.65 L/.ifD
German Panzer Grenadiers (8) 0.99 CroSSOflron £7.95

Se?™r;'o"b®sl'rvation Group Sill Panzerblltz £7.95
Tent Set 0.65 Panzer Leader £7.95
4 U.S. Command Figures 0.65 177c r7 Qc
U.S. Combined Group (8 figures). 0.99 L/.izO
U.S. Machine Gun/Mortar Team 8 Figs. 0.99
Japanese Army Infantry 0.55
German Flak Crew "Easter Front" (5 Figures) o.70 CALDERCRAFT

German WWII 150mm Gun and

Horse Team £47.00We a/so stoctc:—

£1.99

OPENING HOURS:

MON - SAT 9.30-6.00. WED 9.30-5:00.

JACLEX LIST -

S.P.I. Games. T.S.R.

Phllmar Games. HInchliffs

Greenwood and Ball.

Lasset Mini-Figs. W.M.H.
Historex. Showcases.

Brushes. Paints. Oil Paints.

And a large selection of
Books on all subjects.

REPLICA GUNS

Sterling Mk5
German Helmets

Tanker M16

Grossman Air Pistol

+ MUCH MORE



NCTTINGH/IM HCDCL SCLDICC SliCP
GREEKS and PERSIANS BY MINI-FIGS
INFANTRY 14p

Hopltte with Corinthian Helmet
Hoplite with Calcidean Helmet
Greek Light Javelinman
Greek Archer
Persian Immortal
Iranian Spearman
Assyrian Spearman
Sakae Infantry with Bow and Axe
Bactrian Spearman
Indian Bowman
East Ethiopian Bowman
Caspian Bowman
Sarangian Bowman
Arab Bowman

Ethiopian Bownrtan
Libyan Javelinman
Paphlagonlan Spearman
Mysian Javelinman
Thracian Peltast

Milyae Spearman

Pisldlan Javelinman

Cabelee Javelinman
Moschi Spearman
Mares Javelinman
Colchian Spearman
Phoenician Marine
Egyptian Marine
Lycian Marine
Hoplite 400 B.C.
Spartan HopliteAOO B.C.
Greek Slinger
Peltast

Cretan Archer
Iphicratean Hoplite375 B.C.
Bellybowman
Mossynoeci Spearman
Dfilae Spearman
Chalybeo Spearman
Macedonian Phalangite
Macedonian Hypaspist

CAVALRY 32p
GPC • 1 Early Greek Cavalry
GPC 2 Thessalian Cavalry
GPC 3 Mounted Hoplite
GPC 4 Mounted Groom
GPC 6 Persian with Bow and Spear
GPC 8 Sagartian with Lasso
GPC01 Indian Horse Archer
GPC12 Bactrian Spearman
GPC13 Caspian Horse Archer

7W0LLAT0N STREET,
NOTTINGHAM.

Telephone: Nottm. 43457

P&F» 10% on all Orders

Sakae Horse Archer
Arab Camel Driver

Arab Camel Bowman

Greek Cavalry 400 B.C. with Javelins
Persian Heavy Cavalry 400 B.C.
Persian Extra Heavy Cavalry 400 B.C.
Paphlagonian Light Horse

I Macedonian Cavalry with Spear

RANGE

SS
1  Barbarian on Foot 54
2  White Magician 55
3  Shim Guard 56
4  Northman with Mace 57
5  Troll 58N
6  Frost Giant** 59
7  Northman Archer SON
8  Northman with Spear 61
9  Northman with Axes 62
10 Northman Standard Bearer 63
11 Snow Ape** 64
12 Demon 65
14 Vanha Spearman 66
15 Hawkman*** 67N
16 Two-Headed Troll Giant** 68N
17 Oriental Giant** 69N
18 Winged Serpent 55p 70
19 Bosnian Archer 71
20 Aquiland Pikeman 72
21 Aquiland Infantryman 73
22 Aquiland Standard Bearer 74
23 Dark Legion 76
24M Aquiland Knight with Spear* 77
25M Aquiland Black Guard with Spear 78
26M Aquiland Standard Bearer* 79
27 Nimidian Archer 80
28 Nimidian Infantryman 81
29 Nimidian Royal Guard 82
30 Nimidian Standard Bearer 83
31M Nimidian Knight with Spear* 84
32M Nimidian Guard with Spear* 85
33M Nimidian Standard Bearer* 89
34 Corinthian Infantryman 90
35M Hyrkan Horse Archer*
36 Pict Infantryman
37M Hyrkanian Horse Archer*
38 Shemite Archer
39 Stygian Infantry with Pike
40 Stygian Archer
41 Stygian Standard Bearer
42 Tarun Immortal
44 Tarun Archer

45 Tarun Standard Bearer

46M Tarun Heavy Cavalry*
47M Tarun Horse Archer*

48M Tarun Standard Bearer*
49 Vanha Infantry with Pike
50 Vanha Archer
51 Vanha Guard with Spear
52 Vanha Standard Bearer
53 Order of the Pale Hand

UNION A.C.W.
UCW 1 Union Inf. Advancing
UCW 2 Union Inf. Charging
UCW 4 Union Inf. Advancing Firing
UCW 5 Officer

UCW 6 Drummer

UCW13 Union Inf. Advancing Rifle
Port

CONFEDERATE A.C.W.
CCW1 Inf. Advancing
CCW2 Inf. Advancing at HighPort

Wizard of the Dark Ring
Druid

Priest of the Matri
Follower of Set

Barnarian Hero*
Queen with Tiger**
Mounted King*
Enchantress

Royal Attendant with Fan
Royal Attendant with Vase
Nude Female Temple Dancer
Griffon***
Centaur**
Hykan Cavalry with Glaive*
Vanha Mounted Swordsman*
Queen mounted on Tiger*
Tree Spirit — Ent.***
Ore Chief with Standard
Armoured Ore with Glaive
Armoured Ore with Maee
Armoured Frost Giant**
Female Centaur with Bow**

Man Ore. Armoured, Bearing /
Man Ore, Armoured, Bearing G
Wood Elf with Bow
High Elf with Spear
Dwarf with Axe

Dwarf Chief with Spear
Four Armed Giant**
Horned Lizard 9" Long**
Two headed Serpent**
Zangiran Areher
Zangiran Heavy Infantry

0SMS88 Goblin Mounted on Lizard 50p
SS91S Armoured Centaur 30p
SSMS92 Wraith Riding Winged Reptile £1.25
5593 Goblin Firing Bow 14p
5594 Rock Giant £1.05

SS95S Winged Warrior with spear (Bat wings) 30p
SS96S Winged Warrior with axe (Bat wings) 30p
SS97S Winged Warrior with firing bow 30p

(Bat wings)
SS98 Gobin with Spear 14p
SS99S Wolfman 30p
SS101S Winged Warrior with spear

(feathered wings) 30p
SS102S Winged Warrior with sword

(feathered wings) 30p
SS103S Winged Warrior with bow

(feathered wings) 30p

Dwarf with Axe

Dwarf Chief

Adventurer with Longbow
Adventurer with Axe

Adventurer with Twp-Handed Sword
Wizard Casting Spell
Adventurer with Sword and Shield with Full Mail
Armour

Cleric with Club and Shield

FOOT 14p
CAVALRY 30p

SPECIALS One Star30p
Two Stars 30p
Three Stars 40p or as priced

Viking Chief
Standard Bearer
Hornblower

Armed Man Attacking
Med. Spearman Advancing
Armoured Warrior 2 Handed Axe
Armoured Warrior Axe & Shield

V 8 Armoured Warrior Swordsman
V 9 Beserker
V10 Unarmoured Archer
VII Armoured Warrior with Hammer
V12 Unarmoured Javelin Man
VC1 Mounted Warrior * n
VC2 Mounted Chief / w I p

CCW3 Inf. Firing
CCW4 Officer

CCW5 Bugler with Slung Rifle
CCW6 Standard Bearer Advancing
CCW7 Zouave in Kept-Advancing (Carrier

Rifle with Sword and Bay)
CCW13 Zouave as 7, but Advancing at

Slope
CCW14 Irtf. Advancing with Levelled Rifle
All at 14p each

COMING SOON

FROM GARRISON

NAPOLEONIC
ZULUS
SAMURAI and many more
exciting ranges.

15mm BY MINI FIGS
English Civil War Infantry

I  15E 1 Royalist Musketeers
15E 6 Pikemen in Morions
15E 8 Roundhead Musketeers
15E 9 Roundhead Pikemen
15E 10 Roundhead Dismounted

Draoons

15E 13 Pikemen in Sof Hals
15E 14 Peasants with Muskets
15E 16 Perasants with pitchforks etc

15E 17 Scottish Pikemen
15E 18 Scottish Infantry Swords etc
15E 19 Scottish Musketeers
15E 20 Royalist Musketeers Marching
15E 23 Royalist Dismounted Dragoons

English Civil War Cavalry
15E 2 Royaljst Cavalrymen
15E 3 Roundhead Cavalrymen
15E 4 Roundhead Mounted Dragoons
15E 7 Cuirassiers
15E 15 Lancers in Morions
15E 22 Royalist Mounted Dragoons

English Civil War Command
15E 11 Royalist Command
15E 12 Roundhead Command
15E 26 Royalist Foot Command
15E 27 Roundhead Foot Command

English Civil War Artillery
15E 5 Artillery Crew
15E 21 Two Wheeled Cart
15E 24 Artillerymen with Barrow.

Barrel, etc

15E 25 Artillery or Cart Horses
15E 101 Saker f^ield Gun
15E Galloper Gun and Horse
102

All at 22p per Strip

Please Note we Stock the following
Mini-Figs Ranges:
Napoleonic 25mm
Napoleonic 15mm
Ancient 15mm

Egpt £r Assyria 25mm
Greek & Persian 25mm
Macedonian €t Punic 25mm

Rennaissance 15mm

D&D Range 25mm
Malburian 25mm

AND FURTHER RANGES ARE BEING
ADDED WEEKLY



You're Outnumbered Three to One.
Can You Stop Them?

COMBAT COMMANDER.

The Real Thing -
from NAVWAR c3.5o

Yes, you can ...
If you use all your skill and all the weapons and tactics available
to the modern commander - put your tanks Into hull-down
positions: deploy Infantry teams with Anti-Tank Guided Missiles;
use artillery to weaken the enemy: blind him with smokeshells: or
call for helicopter gunships and strike aircraft to brave the
gauntlet of anti-aircraft fire to attack with Precision Guided
Munitions. This is the essence of modern warfare - more dynamic
than ever before. COMBAT COMMANDER simulates It - all of It -
the way It really Is.

COMBAT COMMANDER Is a complete set of wargame rules for
modern tactical combat - It alfows the players to accurately
simulate the clash of weapons and tactics on modern day
battlefields. You can use military miniatures and tank models of
any scale -1:285 or 1 ;300 scale microtanks are great - or even pre
existing board war games. Based on official U.S. Army
documents and texts. COMBAT COMMANDER Includes rules
for the full spectrum of modern warfare, covering all the crucial
points: Tanks. Infantry (Mechanized or on foot), Artillery. Antl-
Tank Guided Missiles. Helicopters, Alrstrlkes. Mines. Electronic
Wa.rfare. The 1973 Arab-Israeli War. Command Control, Air
Combat. Chemical and Nuclear Warfare. Organization and
Tactics. Weapons Data and Performance, and much more.
COMBAT COMMANDER brings a new degree of accuracy,
completeness, and graphic presentation to wargames rules. Its
80 professionally produced pages allow players to actually take
command of the forces of modern war - to actually have tanks
dodge Anti-Tank Guided Missiles, maneuver Infantry
companies, or call In artillery fire - having the same capabilities
and limitations an actual commander has

COMBAT COMMANDER is modern warfare, the way it really Is. It
gives the wargamer a degree of accuracy and completeness not
seen before In miniature wargames rules Not only are the rules of
play themselves thoroughly researched, but also Included Is
accurate organizational and weaponry data on the actual armies
Involved, and even Instructions on painting (with diagrams) and
organizing an army of modern era miniatures. COMBAT

COMMANDER presents limitless possibilities for wargames. The
forces used can range from a platoon to whole regiments Players
can fight airmobile attacks, amphibious Invasions by U.S or
Soviet Marines, desert combat In the Arab-Israeli wars, night
actions, alrstrlkes. electronic warfare, armored assults . . the
only limits are that of Imagination. COMBAT COMMANDER
provides the material players can use not only to fight these
fascinating actions but also to learn - to use the game to
understand the dynamics of modern combat

COMBAT COMMANDER Is also valuable reference guide It
Includes organizational data for the US. Soviet. West German.
British, Canadian, French, and Middle Eastern Armies There is
also full and cflmplete data on the world's major weapons-tanks.
APOs, helicopters, artillery, and more, with complete Information
on armament, armor, speed, range, accuracy - all the vital data,
much of It appearing for the first time outside official documents.

COMBAT COMMANDER Is something new and different. Forthe
miniature wargamer. It Is the first set of rules to open up the
exciting, multi-faceted subject of modern tactical combat. The
whole range of modern weaponry - In the air or on the ground -
can be used with their real-life strengths and capabilities.
COMBAT COMMANDER brings to miniatures the accuracy,
physical organization, and depth of scope that for too long had
been the province of the few best board wargames. F^or the board
wargamer. COMBAT COMMANDER offers a breadth of subject
that Is much broader than anything that can be put In a game
rulebook packed In a box COMBAT COMMANDER Includes
Instructions on how the rules can be used to play boardgames,
giving them more depth and accuracy than the original rules
could provide. For those Interested In the weapons andarmlesof
the world. COMBAT COMMANDER gives not only the hard facts
that are difficult to find elsewhere, butalso the chance to see how
weapons and tactics Interact In combat. Now you can take
command of a U S. tank company - can you stop a Soviet
battalion of T-62's and BMP APCs?

MODERN COMBAT—

The Way It REALLY Is!

4
1S73-1983

- r,-

^  P:  ■' -if*

navwar
48 East View, BAKNET, Herts., ENS 5TN

Only a very few have ever commanded In the complex and fascinating environment of today's
battlefield. Unless you are one of these, COMBAT COMMANDER is the closest you can come to
actually leading troops In modern land combat.

THE GAME
COMBAT COMMANDER can be complex or simple—the players decide that, not the rules. The
rules are written in a modular format so that players can decide on the degree of complexity they
want, depending on the weapons systems used. This makes learning to play COMBAT
COMMANDER easy and logical. A battle between tank platoons Is a fast-moving action that soon
comes to a conclusion. Fielding a combined-arms company team will yield a more multi-faceted
action, and a clash of battalions and regiments using all the sections of the rules is a battle to
remember—with lots of scope for subordinate commanders and team play. For solitaire play, set-
piece attacks and alrstrlkes are excellent.

THE DATA
COMBAT COMMANDER provides you with information that is hard to find elsewhere—troop
organizations, weapons performance, and how they interact on the battlefield.

WHAT YOU GET
For CJ.50 you get all of this, in 80 pages that brings a new opportunity to wargamers, the
opportunity to fight the exciting battles of present day tactical combat.



JACOBITE MINIATURES
543 Gorgie Road, Edinburgh, EHll BAR

Telephone: 031-443 7838

NEW RELEASES

WARGAMES HGURES
IN 15mm

NAPOLEONIC RANGE
BAVARIA
Cavalry
B VN /8 Dragoon Trooper
BVN/9 Dragoon Co. Pack
BVN/10 Chevaux-LegersTroopers
BVN/11 Chevaux Legers Co. Pack

Infantry
BVN/7 Light Comp. adv.

FRANC
Infantry
FN/1 Line Fusilier adv.

FN/2. Line Gren./Volt. adv.
FN/3 Line Inf. Co. Pack
FN/4 Line Foot Artillery Crew
FN/5 Old Guard Gren. adv.
FN/6 Old Guard Gren. Co. Pack
FN /7 Old Guard Chasseur adv.

FN/8 Old Guard Chasseur Co. Pack
FN/9 Middle Guard Fusilier/Gren. adv.
FN/10 Young Guard Voltigeur adv.

Trade Enquiries Welcomed

PRUSSIA
Cavalry
PN /12 Dragoon Trooper
PN/13 Dragoon Co. Pack
PN/14 Cuirassier Trooper
PN/15 Cuirassier Co. Pack
PN'16 Hussar Trooper
PN/17 Hussar Co. Pack
PN/18 Uhland Trooper
PN/19 Uhlan Co. Pack

FIGURE PACK (xp

COMMAND PACK 32p

BRITISH (Belgic Shako)
BN/1 Line Inf. Centre Comp. adv.
BN/2 Line Inf. Rank Comp. adv.
BN/3 Line Inf. Co. Pack

POSTAGE a PACKING
UK—10% order value
over £5.00—post free
EEC —10% order value
Other—30% order value

PETER LAING'S
15mm Metal Wargaming Figures

New additions to the extensive range of over 650 items in 14 periods.

WORLD WAR I - NEW RELEASES
Western Front 1916-1918 German Gunner kneeling
F729 Brit Inf adv steel helmet 5p steel helmet 5p
F730 Brit Off steel helmet 5p "'22 German Gunner kneelrng shell

Western Front 1916-1918
F729 Brit Inf adv steel helmet 5p
F730 Brit Off steel helmet 5p

ANCIENT WARGAMING FIGURES
IN 15mm BY PETER LAING

F731 Brit Inf Grenade steel helmet 5p
F732 Brit Lewis Gunner steel helmet 5p
F733 Brit M/G & Gunner steel helmet 5p
F734 Brit M/G Loader steel helmet 5p
F735 U.S. Inf adv steel helmet 5p
F736 U.S. Officer steel helmet 5p
F737 French Inf adv steel helmet 5p
F738 French Officer steel helmet 5p
F739 French M/G & Gunners helmet 5p
F740 French M/G Loader steel helmetSp
F741 French Lt M/G & Gunner (steel

helmet) 5p
F742 French Inf throwing grenade (steel

helmet) 5p
F743 German Inf adv steel helmet 5p
F744 German Officer steel helmet 5p
F745 German Inf grenade thrower

steel helmet 5p
F746 German M/G & Gunner

steel helmet 5p
F747 German M/G Loader

steel helmet 5p
A717 Brit Gunner kneeling

steel helmet 5p
A718 Brit Gunner kneeling shell

steel helmet 5p
A719 French Gunner kneeling

steel helmet 5p
A720 French Gunner shell

steel helmet 5p

steel helmet
M707 Brit Cav steel helmet
M708 French Cav steel helmet
M709 German Cav steel helmet
A712 Mk IV Male Tank C
A713 Mk IV Female Tank C
A714 Renault Tank

Middle East Operations
R48 Brit Inf adv trop helmet
F749 Brit Officer trop helmet
F750 Arizac Inf adv slouch hat

F751 Anzac Officer slouch hat
F752 Anzac M/G & Gunner
F753 Anzac M/G Loader
F754 Turk Inf adv

F755 Turk Inf Officer
F756 Turk M/G & Gunner
F757 Turk M/G Loader

F758 Bedouin Inf adv
A723 Anzac gunner kneeling slouch

hat

A724 Anzac gunner kneeling shell
slouch hat

A725 Turkish gunner kneeling
A726 Turkish gunner kneeling shell
M710 Brit Cav trop helmet
M711 Anzac Cav slouch hat
M712 Bedouin Cav
M713 Turkish Cav
A715 Rolls Royce Armoured Car
A716 Bedouin on camel i

Suitable Artillery from 45 items In pre 1916 range
A701 Brit 18 PDR Field Gun 15p
A708 French 75mm Field Gun 15p
A709 German 7.7cm Field Gun 15p

Send 12p stamps for latest 1979 list and sample.
Cash with order packing & postage extra.
Orders up to and including £1 please add 14p Orders up to and includ
Orders up to and including £2 please add 17p Orders up to and includ
Orders up to and including £3 please add 20p Orders up to and includ

U.K. Orders of £6 and over POST FREE. Overseas add 25'

Orders up to and including £4 please add 23p
Orders up to and including £5 please add 24p
Orders up to and including £6 please add 27p

Overseas add 25% (Air Mail) min. £1.

PETER LAING
Minden, Sutton St. Nicholas, Hereford HR1 3BD

Tel: 518 (STD 043 272)

F401 Greek Hoplite 5p F430 Pictish Javalinman 5p
F402 Persian Immortal 5p F431 Prankish Spearman 5p
F403 Mede Infantry 5p F432 Prankish Axeman 5p
F404 Persian Infantry vwth spear 5p F433 Phrygian Spearman 5p
F405 Greek Archer 5p F434 Phrygian Axeman Sp
F406 Thracian Peltast with spear Sp F462 Assyrian sllnger Sp
F407 Greek Cymnet 5p F463 Assyrian aux. archer 5p
F408 Persian Archer 5p F464 Persian inf. shield'Et sword- Sp
F409 Greek Slinger Sp F483 Macedonian Phalangite Sp
F411 Spartan Hopiite Sp F484 Mercenary Peltast with ThUreos Sp''
F412 Theban Hoplite Sp F485 Thracian Peltast with
F413 Assyrian Archer Sp Rhomphaia Sp
F414 Assyrian shield bearer 5p •M401 Persian horseman lOp
F415 Assyrian heavy infantry Sp M402 Greek horseman lOp
F416 Assyrian light infantry Sp M403 Scythian mounted archer 10p
F417 Imp Roman legionary marching Sp M404 Catphract lOp
F418 Imp Roman stjo'Jard Sp M405 Assyrian cav lOp
F419 Imp Roman trurroRief 5j3 M406 Mounted Roman Officer lOp
F420 imp Roman centurian marching Sp M407 Gallic cav lOp
F421 Imp Roman legionary standing 5p M411 Pictish cav lOp
F422 Imp Roman centurion standing Sp M412 2nd cent Roman heavy cav lOp
F423 Gallic Chieftain, standard 5p M416 Assyrian Med horse archer lOp
F424 Brit Chieftain Sp A401 Persian chariot 15p
F425 Gallic infantry, raised spear Sp A402 Persian chariot crew lOp
F426 Gallic infantry marching Sp A408 British chariot 15p
F427 Gallic musician Sp A409 Brit chariot crew lOp
F428 Pictish Spearman Sp A414 Assyrian chariot 15p
F429 Pictish Archer Sp A415 Assyrian chariot crew lOp

A410 Galloping chariot horse lOp

Send 12p for sample and list of nearly 600 items. Ancients — Dark Ages — Medlevals
ECW — Mariburian — AWI — Crimean — A.C.W. — Colonial — World War 1

World War 2

U S Wtioimeii can obtain PETER UAING's metal 15mm figuias thiough
the following dealers

Soldier World. USA. P.O. BoxlTS Shiewsbuiv. PA 17361
The Three Musqueteers 10531 Santana Si. Lakaaitla. CA 92040

Thot's TOC {Tectlcel Operelions Center) Bo* 297, Ft. Meatie MO 20755
The Little Soldier 1776 Plaja. 1776 East Jefletson St., Rockville, MO 20852

Royet Hobby Shop 3806 East State Street. RockfortJ, ILL 61107

AUSTRALIA



THE AMERICANS ARE COMING!

i
i

m M

L

POST FREE MAIL ORDER
The Second Edition of our comprehensive Mail Order
Catalogue listing thousands of figures will shortly be
available.

The new catalogue includes a number of American-made
figures previously difficult to obtain in the U.K., and new
lines from various manufacturers, plus more diorama
accessories.

All orders are sent post free in U.K. and B.F.P.O. -
overseas customers please add 10% for surface mail or 30%

for Air Mail. In view of the phenomenal response to our
previous adverts we must make a nominal 50p charge for
the catalogue. This is offset on any order over £5 by a 50p
credit voucher.

Best wishes to our

hundreds of new-found

modelling enthusiasts, we

look forward to hearing

from you again!
MODELWORKSHOP

LIMITED

89b/89c WOODBRIDGE ROAD, GUILDFORD, SURREY, U.K. TEL: (0483) 71786



lT. Models
BRIDLINGTON • HUMBERSIDE

DIOFtAMA BASES: Many sizes available ex-stock, also made
to order, each hand-made and french polished. We haye an
ever-expanding range of diorama accessories — covering • buildings
• pavement sections ' fountains • wall sections , also wells, etc.
New releases each month • all at prices for the modeller — not —

the millionaire.

Horse Trough 95p • 54mm Fireplace 75p • 2 Classical Column 50p
DIORAMA ACCESSORIES suitable for 1/35-1/32 scale destroyed
buildings • £1.20 □ fountains • 75p □ wall • 25p □ pavement • 50p
□ foot figure base • 50p □ mounted base • 75p □ destroyed barn
• £1.20 □ medium base • £1.50 also large base • £1.75 □ 75mm

fireplace • £T.25
Send 30p for Sample Dioramd Accessory

Example; our DIORAMA PACK ONE includes diorama base
board, pre-coloured ground mix, building (destroyed house), two
paved sections and instructions. Price complete £3.50 -(- 15%

p&p • and that's 1/35-1/32 scale. .
DIORAMA PACK TWO Barn with accessories £3.50 + pb-p.

12x9«£1.70 12 X 6*£1.32 6x 6* 99p
9x9'£1.40 12x12'£2.09 18 x 12*£2.82

Any size made to order, 1p per sq. inch, plus 60p make up
charge, all prices include VAT • We have an engraving service
to provide you with that finished touch (a brass name plate in

American Script or block capitals at approx 50p.
DIORAMA ACCESSORIES FOR 1/300 SCALE

Buildings • 20p □ Wrecked buildings • lOp □ Bridges • 15p □
Town Hall • 20p □ Gun emplacements • lOp □ Pill boxes • lOp

Hotel • 20p □
Factory • Chimney • Warehouse • Offices • Water Tower 20p each.
Railway Station: Platforms, Kiosk and Ticket Office, Platform Building,

Signal Box, Engine Shed.
Aerodrome: Control Tower, Hangers, Barracks, Admin Block, Canteen.

All at 20p each — Hangers 75p each.
Send 25p for Sample 1/300 Scale Building

Orders up to £10 - Add 15% (Minimum 20p, Maximum £11; Over £10 Post Free.
Trade Enauiries Welcome

ATLANTIC ANCIENTS NOW IN STOCK. .
First four 25mm Dungeons and Dragons accessories ready.
Obalisk, throne, stone head and sacrificial altar, 50p each.
OPEN Sam to 6pm, closed Thursday. MAIL ORDER WELCOME. Send 20p for Catalogue

to: 10 QUEEN ST., BRIDLINGTON, V015 2SF. Tele: 0262 70421.

JmiaLiares^^
dSH GROVE, ROYLES HERD LANE, LONGWOOD, HUDDERSFIELD, W. YORKSHIRE, HD3 4TU

SEND S.A.E. FOR FULL LIST.
MONGOLS, ASIATICS,

SAMURAI, MEDIEVALS,
VIKINGS, ARABS,

CHINESE, RENAISSANCE.

Foot & Rider Figs 15p.
Unarmoured Horses 21p.
(unless otherwise listed).

10% P&P U.K.
Overseas: 30% Surface
60% Airmail

PARADE of HISTORY
54mm Metal Figures

EDWARD the CONFESSOR 1042-66 A.D 1.80
HAROLD of ENGLAND 1066 A.D 1.60
WILLIAM of NORMANDY 1066 A.D 1.60
HAROLD HARDRADA King of Norway 1066 A.D 1.80
HEREWARD the WAKE 1069 A.D 1.60
THOMAS-a-BECKET 1170 A.D 1.80
RICHARD 11189 A.D 1.60
SALADIN in chain mail 1189 A.D 1.60
KING JOHN with MAGNA CARTA 1199 A.D 1.60
RICHARD II in robes Et crown 1377-99 A.D 1.80
ROLAND Charlemagne's General 768 A.D 1.60
OLIVER Companion to Roland 1.60

HO/00 WARGAMES FIGURES
SPECIAL OFFER

Designed by Stadden and moulded in ha. oiystyrene
BRITISH INFANTRY 1939-45 1:72ucale

12 Figure Infantry Section Attacking
12 Piece Heavy Weapons Section
SUPER VALUE 30p per Section POST FREE
GERMAN 1939-45 METAL FIGURES

Paratroops
Firing MP38 from hip
Lying firing MG34
N.C.O. standing with MP38
Krieeling throwing grenade

Panzer Grenadiers
Advancing with rifle
Standing throwing grenade
Lying firing MG34
N.C.O. firinfMP38

8p each —Postage lOp per 10 —S.A.E. for figure list

MODEL FIGURES a HOBBIES
LOWER BALLOO ROAD, GROOMSPORT, CO.DOWN

BT192LU N.IRELAND.

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Per
sonally inscribed, and autographed.
Cash with order to 69 Hill Lane,
Southampton; prices for UK only -
overseas add 10^. WARGAMES - £4.20p
NAVAL WARGAMES - £5.60p; ADVANCED
WARGAMES - £3.25p; WARGAMES CAMPAIGNS
- £3.A5p; WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES
- VOL.1 3000BC to 1500AD - £A.50p;
- VOL.11 1420-1783 - £3.75p; vol.Ill
1792-1859 - £5.00p; - VOL.IV 1863-
1945 - £6.00p; BATTLES WITH MODEL
SOLDIERS - £4.45p; BATTLE'NOTES FOR
WARGAMERS - £4.00p; WARGAMING ANCIENT
& MEDIEVAL PERIODS - £4.25p; WARGAM-
TNG PIKE & SHOT PERIODS - £5.OOp;
TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE - The
Western Desert Campaign - £3.I0p;
SKIRMISH WARGAMING - £3.20p;
POITIERS 1336 - £r.80p; AT THEM WITH
THE BAYONET! - £I.65p; COLONIAL SMALL
WARS I837-1901 - £5.55p; captain
CAREY'S BLUNDER - £3.75p; BETTER

[MILITARY MODELLING - £2.75p; WAR-
GAMERS HANDBOOK OF THE AMERICAN WAR
OF INDEPENDENCE 1775-1783 - £4.25p;
TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE No.4 -
£4.50p; WARGAMING AIRBORNE OPERATIONS
- £500p; WEAPONS & EQUIPMENT OF THE
YICTORIAN SOLDIER - £6.50p.



T,WELLS(0892) 39082

MINIATURE

WARFARE Ltd,at
18b The Pantiles,
Tunbridge Wei Is, Kent.
OFFERS THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF GOODS AND
SERVICES FOR COLLECTORS, WARGAMERS, MODELMAKERS,
& HOBBYISTS OF ALL AGES - TRY US AND FIND OUT FOR
YOURSELF ? HOME & OVERSEAS MAILORDER SERVICE.

FIGURES - MODELS • KITS- CONVERSIONS-VIGNETTES-
DIORAMAS - ACCESSORIES - TOOLS - MATERIALS -

PAINTS - BOOKS - PRINTS- RULES - DICE- ETC
OUR AIM IS YOUR SATISFACTION. IF WE HAVE'NTGOT IT, WE'LL GET IT FOR YOU; IFWE
CAN'T GET IT, WE CAN PROBABLY MAKE IT FOR YOU - AT A PRICE YOU CAN AFFORD I

MW STUDIO SERVICES (T.weiis 37624) also available to manufacturers
FOR ORIGINAL DESIGNS/mODELS/MASTERS. MUSEUM AUTHORITIES.

MILITARIA ASSOCIATIONS. EDUCATIONAL & ARCHITECTURAL PROJECTS

INCLUDING DESIGN,CONSTRUCTION, ASSEMBLY, AND SUPERB HAND-PAINTING SERVICE/

MAIL ORDER, send large stamped envelope or Overseas Mail for supply of FREE
Order Forms for you,your friends,or your Club and save on postage

WE STOCK THE BEST in value for money. Figures & Kits from; Stadden,
John Niblett, Bennassi, Jarvis, Lasset,Sanderson, Labayen,etc. From Hinchliffe Model,
Miniature Figurines, Ensign Miniatures, New Hope Design, GHQ, Rose Miniatures,
Phoenix Models, Scottish Soldiers, and others ; Plus an impressive collection of Hand
Painted Figures, Vignettes, Dioramas that are collectors pieces of investment value.

ALSO a wide range of Airfix, Matchbox, Bellona, Micro-Mold, Tamaya, ATLANTIC when
deliveries available / For Wargamers & Modelmakers, Diorama and Scenic aids and
accessories; Trees, Hedging, Lichen, Compounds, Road Grits; Modroc, Plasticard,
Solarbo, Adhesives, Milliput, Tools & Blades, Brushes, Humbrol Paints etc. AND NOW,
LINKA MODEL BUILDINGS SYSTEM . MOULDS, ACCESSORIES - send stamps for
details and price list. The best in Reference Books from Osprey, Funcken, Blandford;
Don Featherstone, Patrick Stephens, Almark,etc.

YOU CAN RELY ON US TO HELP YOU, TO HELP THE HOBBY TO HELP US,TO HELP

YOU ! WE LIKE TO THINK THAT IS WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT - RIGHT ?



. JPaClLiMOML
(Incorporating Chas. C. Stadden Miniatures Reg.)

THE MAKERS OF FINE QUALITY MODEL SOLDIERS
INVITE YOU TO VISIT THEIR SHOPS IN THE

HEART OF LONDON

*25mm T radition wargame figures.

*35mm figures by Clive Knigfit.

*54rnm animated figures by Cfias.
C. Stadden and otfier makers.

*54mm Tradition figures in kit
form.

*54mm diorama figures by Alan
Caton.

v-Ti iiiii «_4iwiuiiiu iiuui

Qaton

*90mm figures by Ctias. C. Stadden.

*110mm figures by Ron Cameron.

'Painted figures in most scales.

Numerous reference books and
painting guides.

Paints and brusfies.

Britains and otfier col lector s
models.

*80mm figures by Jeff Willis.
Gifts and souvenirs of a military

80mm figures by Alan Caton. nature.

Plus a selection of militaria and military prints.

"We are the sole makers of these figures and carry the
largest and most comprehensive selection to be found anywhere.

Nearest Underground and buses: Green Park and Hyde Park Corner.
Buses to Park Lane Hilton.

For tfiose unable to visit us please add postage and packing
on all mail orders -10% in U.K., 20% Overseas.

OPEN: MONDAY TO FRIDAY 9-6. SATURDAY 9-4.

AND FOR THE COLLECTOR OF FINE MILITARY ANTIQUES, OUR NEW MILITARIA SHOP AT

10 WHITEHORSE STREET, W.I.
(adjoining Shepherd Street)

VIEWING BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

JUST PUBLISHED AND AVAILABLE NOW—THREE NEW CATALOGUES
80mm MODEL SOLDIERS fully illustrated 50p inc. postage
54mm DIORAMA FIGURES fully illustrated 70p inc. postage

2nd Edition 54mm ANIMATED FIGURES with new additions 70p inc. postage

TiraLdLitbioini.

5A & 5B SHEPHERD STREET ■ MAYFAIR ■ LONDON W1 • TeL 01-493 7452

DESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


